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ABSTRACT

IMAGE ANNOTATION USING DEEP LEARNING AND SEMANTIC WEB
TECHNOLOGIES
Sezen, Arda
PhD., Department of Software Engineering
Supervisor : Asst. Prof. Dr. Çiğdem Turhan
Co-Supervisor : Assoc. Prof. Dr. Gökhan Şengül
January 2021, 171 pages

In this thesis, we propose a hybrid solution for the cognitive task of generating image
descriptions in the image annotation domain. Previous work on Neural Networks
mostly focused on choosing the right labels and/or increasing the number of related
labels to depict a picture. However, creating a set of related labels to describe a picture
and depicting that picture through sentences are completely different phenomena,
structurally, syntactically, and semantically.
We present a framework that generates natural language descriptions of images in the
sports domain within a controlled environment. Our approach leverages Artificial
Intelligence and Ontologies to generate sentence descriptions of images. Our
framework presents a novel combination of deep learning models and aligned
annotation results derived from the instances of the ontology classes.

Keywords: Image processing, Picture interpretation, Semantic image annotation,
Artificial neural networks, Ontologies.
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ÖZ

DERİN ÖĞRENME VE ANLAMSAL AĞ TEKNOLOJİLERİNİ
KULLANARAK GÖRÜNTÜ AÇIKLAMASI
Sezen, Arda
Doktora, Yazılım Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi : Dr. Öğr. Üyesi Çiğdem Turhan
Ortak Tez Yöneticisi : Doç. Dr. Gökhan Şengül
Ocak 2021, 171 sayfa

Bu tezde, görüntü açıklama alanında görüntü tanımı çıkarımını içeren bilişsel görev
için hibrit bir çözüm önerilmektedir. Sinir Ağları ile ilgili önceki çalışmalar çoğunlukla
doğru etiketleri seçmeye ve/veya bir resmi tasvir etmek için ilgili etiketlerin sayısını
artırmaya odaklandı. Ancak, bir resmi tanımlamak için bir dizi ilgili etiket oluşturmak
ve bu resmi cümleler yoluyla tasvir etmek yapısal, sözdizimsel ve anlamsal olarak
tamamen farklı olgulardır.
Bu çalışmada spor alanındaki görüntülerin kontrollü bir ortamda doğal dil tanımlarını
oluşturan bir çerçeve sunulmaktadır. Yaklaşımımız, görüntülerin cümle açıklamalarını
oluşturmak için Yapay Zeka ve Ontolojilerden yararlanmaktadır. Geliştirilen çerçeve,
derin öğrenme modellerinin ve ontoloji sınıflarının örneklerinden türetilen hizalı
açıklama sonuçlarının yeni bir kombinasyonunu sunmaktadır.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Görüntü işleme, Resim yorumlama, Anlamsal görüntü
açıklaması, Yapay sinir ağları, Ontolojiler.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Humans, the most dominating species on earth, are constantly on a journey of curiosity
from the moment they open their eyes until the end of their life. They observe and
perceive what they see within a blink of an eye. These curious beings have thoughts,
emotions, and feelings that they express from time to time through various means. One
of the most common mediums for this purpose is drawing. The world’s first confirmed
drawing ever made by a human was seventy-three thousand years ago. It is still unclear
what the drawing depicts but similar designs have been found in different locations
such as Australia and France.
Since then drawings, pictures, and images have been effective tools that people have
used to express themselves throughout history, as shown in Figure 1.1. One can see
their influence even in language. A famous English language adage, “A picture is
worth a thousand words”, proves this by highlighting the point that a single image can
present the essence more effectively than a verbal description.

Figure 1.1 Paintings of animal figures on the rock walls of the Chauvet cave [1]
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On the other hand, humans have advanced knowledge for cognitive and neurological
tasks such as interpreting a picture. If we consider these functions for machines, it is
obvious that this process, which is completely natural to human beings, is a
challenging task. There is a huge gap between recognizing and reasoning from the
machine perspective. With the recent increase in the application areas of artificial
intelligence, various methods, techniques, and processes have been introduced to
reduce this gap. This thesis study offers a framework solution proposal, proved by
experiments that aims to contribute to the literature in this direction.
1.1. Thesis Scope
Data and content generation on a daily, hourly, or even per second basis puts us to
handle a huge amount of processing requirements day by day. Today, there is a
tendency to automate every stage of the processes that organize, process, interpret and
transform data into information as much as possible, because fully meeting such needs
will be extremely costly and inadequate in terms of human resources. Especially in the
vast majority of the content offered on the Internet, there are components that contain
visual material, but their accurate descriptions are scarce. In this work, we investigate
technical solutions of the image annotation domain for the purpose of picture depiction
and present a new framework that generates natural language descriptions of images
within a controlled environment.
The aim of the work and the research questions (RQs) are described in the following
parts of this thesis and the structure of the thesis is presented. The proposed framework
is explained layer by layer. Methodologies and experiments are given in the relevant
sections. Finally, the data which we obtain during the experiments are analyzed in
detail.
1.2. Research Objectives and Statement of the Problem
The hardware and software developments that started in the past in portable devices
such as mobile phones which still continue without slowing down, have enabled the
acquisition of images that cannot be created with a photo camera in some ways, such
2

as photos with enhanced effects. Recent advances in technology also provide storage
and sharing of images in much easier ways than before. Therefore, to obtain
meaningful results from various kinds of images has become critical in the information
society by the contribution of portable devices. With the spread of social media, people
started to share their daily lives, the events they experienced, their sports activities,
etc., mostly through their photos and selfies. Textual descriptions have now been
replaced by hashtags and emojis attached to these photos. This situation made most of
the analysis functions that could be done on texts useless.
The advertising industry needs customized data such as what sports people participate
in, what they eat, what they drink, and what they like, in order to determine the new
ads to be produced daily and the segments they will appeal to. With the social media
becoming a communication medium, this industry is growing at an incredible pace,
and even a blogger has become able to advertise on social media by following a few
simple steps and bring his/her own audience to a global dimension. Even with these
reasons alone, accurate natural language descriptions of images have become more
and more critical in extracting information from images.
This study proposes a multi-layer framework based on deep learning for image
classification along with semantic web technologies to reach a wider context before
generating a description. The main aim of the study is to obtain textual information at
the right level of abstraction from images related to various sports domains. In this
framework, the first goal is to predict the likelihood that an object is from a certain
class from the provided classes, thus making it a multi-class classification problem.
Three target sports domains are included in the planned dataset: skiing, tennis, and
baseball. The second goal in the study is to obtain textual information from images
correctly by considering different objects and their joint probability.
By aiming the objectives above, the study addresses the following research questions
which need to be answered for a better understanding of the image annotation in the
presence of adopting hybrid approaches:
-

RQ #1: What is an effective way to achieve a description of an image?

-

RQ #2: How can the detected generic objects be transformed into specific
objects?
3

-

RQ #3: Does the use of different techniques together cause more accurate
image annotations under a controlled environment?

The research questions above can be categorized according to the study written by
Easterbrook et al. [2]; RQ #1 is from type of a design question, RQ #2 is from type of
a descriptive-process question, and RQ #3 is from type of a causality-comparative
interaction question that investigate how context affects a cause-effect relationship.
In this thesis, the aim is to extract textual descriptions from visual images of selected
sports domains. The presented framework in this study is a novel combination of deep
learning models and aligned annotation results derived from the instances of the
ontology classes. It leverages artificial intelligence and ontologies to generate textual
descriptions of images.
1.3. Thesis Outline
This thesis has been organized as follows: In Chapter 1 the source of the problem and
motivation factors for this study are mentioned. The scope of the thesis is determined
by these research objectives and the research questions. A detailed outline is described
by the structure of the thesis that is prepared within the specified scope.
Chapter 2 states background information and literature survey that includes various
methods, techniques, models, and tools together with general information about image
processing, neural networks, and semantic web technologies within the status of image
annotation studies. Most of the terms and definitions used in this document are in this
section. In addition, existing research and related work will be analyzed.
Chapter 3 consists of methodologies to conduct this research and problems faced
during the thesis process.
Chapter 4 provides the implementation information about the framework and draws a
technical perspective which is necessary to understand the transformation of
theoretical knowledge into a viable structure.

4

Chapter 5 is dedicated to experiments and evaluation of the system from the
component perspective as well as from the whole system perspective. Also, findings
will be discussed throughout this chapter.
In Chapter 6, we summarize the thesis to conclude, and a discussion is held for further
research opportunities.

5

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND LITERATURE SURVEY
This chapter presents the core terminology and historical background information,
along with the technical concepts derived from the literature review necessary to grasp
the inner workings of the proposed framework, hereinafter referred to as the OntologyDriven Image Annotation (ODIA) framework.
2.1. Image Annotation Concept
Various definitions exist for image annotation in the literature. These definitions range
from a narrow scope to a broader scope. The definition by Makadia et al. [3] focuses
on assigning keywords that reflect visual content to the image. On the other hand, the
definition by Farhadi et al. [4] aims to generate sentences from images. These two are
just examples of various goals from different definitions at both ends. Another
definition of image annotation according to the glossary of terms is “The process of
building datasets for computer vision models. This enables machines to learn how to
automatically assign metadata into a digital image using captioning or keywords” [5].
Although all these definitions explain the concept of image annotation in general, they
leave a wide area for interpretation and cause confusion between the concepts of image
annotation and image classification in the literature. There is a hint to understand and
differentiate the two concepts within these definitions. Adding metadata to obtain
descriptive outcomes from images is the common factor among the descriptions. This
process can occur in various forms such as captioning, keywords or sentences. From
the perspective of image classification, the purpose is also identifying the content, but
this term does not intend to add metadata or to caption images. Therefore, image
classification can only be a subset of the image annotation domain. If we make an
inference from the use of the image annotation concept in various research; it can be
summarized as assigning keyword/s to a picture or generating sentence inferences
from a picture.
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Also, there is neither one definition nor one type for image annotation. From a
superficial point of view, three types of image annotation are mentioned in the
literature, namely, automatic image annotation, semi-automatic image annotation, and
manual image annotation. Experts believe that annotations at the right level of
abstraction most probably are produced via manual annotations [6]. In their study,
Chen et al. [7] highlight the burden on the budget and the quality assurance cost with
the example of manual annotation on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). Automatic
image annotation can easily overcome this burden because it is faster, cheaper, and
provides more systematic feature extraction. However, producing a low-level image
description is the main drawback when compared with the manual image annotation
results. This produces a gap which occurs between the high-level content descriptions
required by applications and the low-level features provided by image analysis tools
that is known as the “Semantic Gap” [6]. The third type, semi-automatic image
annotation, is the combination of both automatic image annotation and manual image
annotation to present an intervened annotation process where human involvement
cannot be discarded. The ODIA framework proposed in this study uses the image
annotation term to obtain information from an image and present it in a meaningful
way after an automatic interpretation process.
To reduce the semantic gap, researchers work on alternative methods and techniques
thanks to ever-increasing technological advancements. Such an example can be given
from the Semantic Web domain. This technological paradigm allows us to get
meaningful results about image content from links or the image file itself. In the case
of representational primitives, ontology-based systems are generally preferred together
with the annotation of an image to reach more semantic results. There are a large
number of studies in the literature regarding the issues mentioned before. One such
approach is proposed by Wang et al. [8] where the researchers try to achieve an
efficient and dynamic update mechanism for the training set based on popular Internet
topics. Object feature usage for classification is a widely adopted technique as one of
the core machine learning methods. To address the model image semantics issue,
Bannour and Hudelot used this method together with fuzzy multimedia ontologies [9].
Also, some studies such as [10], propose automatic image annotation methods for
multi-labeling regardless of low-level features. The study of Gong et al. [11] proves
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that significant performance gain can be obtained using deep convolutional
architectures for multi-label annotation.
Hong et al. [12] address a certain drawback in another widely investigated field known
as multiple-instance learning. Feature mapping usually overlooks the discriminative
ability of the generated features. To overcome this challenge, the researchers propose
a multiple-instance learning method which consists of discriminative feature mapping
and feature selection. Another study conducted by Zhang et al. proposes a solution for
discriminative image patches via vertex construction as a collection of discriminative
image patches annotated with object category labels [13].
Like the automatic image annotation domain, the semi-automatic image annotation
domain is also accommodating a vast number of studies. The usage of semantic
relations between social tags [14], and the usage of a mathematical model to aggregate
numbers of different key-paradigms for tagging of multimedia contents [15] can be
counted as sample solution approaches. In [16], the construction of high-quality image
samples issue is addressed. Chan et al. propose a method related with this issue that
requires the selection of a uniform amount of negative sample images from the
semantic hierarchical tree, and the usage of a support vector machine (SVM) to obtain
the highest accuracy [17]. Statistical methods are also essential to many studies in the
image annotation domain regardless of the image annotation type. Some of these
methods can be used for keyword selection and image content understanding which
are necessary to reduce the semantic gap. An example can be given from [18], which
presents a sparse distribution attribute, local convergent assumption, and global
convergent conjecture for the selection and the understanding process.
The other challenges about image annotation mentioned in the literature are;
production time annotation or post-production time annotation, generic annotation
versus task-specific annotation, different types of metadata issues, and the lack of
syntactic and semantic interoperability issues [6]. Some data such as location and time
stamps are only available during the production time and it is not an easy task to extract
this type of data at the post-production time annotation. Annotating images without a
clear aim generically is costly and does not produce effective results when compared
to task-specific annotation. This challenge can be seen in the automated testing field
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too. One way or another, most of the automated testing tools are required to be
customized to satisfy user needs. From the metadata perspective, it is not possible to
know the design of future applications and their way of metadata usage. Various
annotation tools use different syntax, the usage of metadata created by one tool may
not be possible to be used by another tool because of interoperability issues. In their
systematic mapping study, Sezen and Turhan [19] examine the studies that belong to
the image annotation domain between the years of 2010 and 2018. The results show
domain-specific trends, image annotation activities, and the formulation of the current
studies in this domain. From the 95 selected studies, automatic image annotation has
been presented in 67 studies, and semi-automatic image annotation has been presented
in 23 studies. It is clear that most of the studies focused on automatic image annotation,
despite some serious problems.
2.2. Artificial Neural Networks
Various definitions exist for artificial neural networks (ANN) just like image
annotation definitions in the literature. The most revealing of these are listed below.
To quote Eshragh et al. [20]: “Artificial neural network (ANN) is a computational
model that consists of several processing elements that receive inputs and deliver
outputs based on their predefined activation functions”.
Pourghasemi and Gokceoglu [21] quote from various studies and define the term as
“ANNs simulate the human nervous system and can learn and generalize from
examples to produce meaningful solutions even when the input data contain errors or
are incomplete”.
To quote Walczak and Cerpa [22]: “Artificial neural networks are a technology-based
on studies of the brain and nervous system. These networks emulate a biological neural
network but they use a reduced set of concepts from biological neural systems.
Specifically, ANN models simulate the electrical activity of the brain and nervous
system”.
The common feature of all these definitions is that they have a structure that imitates
the human nervous system and can learn by itself via processing elements through
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samples. The processing elements, perceptron, are connected to each other. A
perceptron consists of an input layer of multiple neurodes and an output layer of
multiple neurodes. And a neurode is an artificial neuron having several input signals
and one output signal. The neurodes are arranged in a layer or vector and the output of
a neurode serves as the input to another neurode. Synaptic connections of the human
brain can be simulated with the mesh of neurodes. The electrical execution of a nerve
cell which is used for the information transfer within the network can also be simulated
by the weighted data signals entering a neurode [22]. A sample ANN architecture is
shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Sample artificial neural network architecture [22]

All sources agree that the historical development of artificial neural networks began in
1943 with the paper named “A logical calculus of the ideas immanent in nervous
activity” by the authors McCulloch and Pitts [23]. The authors created a model, a
simple neural network, based on algorithms. In 1949, Hebb reinforced the concept of
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neurons in his book [24]. This progress is followed by the first attempt to simulate a
hypothetical neural network made by Rochester from the IBM research laboratories in
the 1950s. Unfortunately, the attempt was a failure. From the years 1956 to 1959,
several studies provided a boost in the field. The research project of Summer in 1956
can be counted among them [25]. In 1957, von Neumann suggested imitating the
simple neuron functions by using vacuum tubes or telegraph relays [26]. In 1958,
Rosenblatt began working on the perceptron [27], and models called “ADALINE” and
“MADALINE” were developed by Widrow and Hoff to recognize binary patterns and
make predictions in 1959. In terms of solving real-world problems, MADALINE was
the first neural network to do this by eliminating echoes on phone lines [28]. In their
book [29], Minsky and Papert proved the perceptron to be limited in 1969, and at that
time most of the researchers in the field were using a flawed learning function. Until
the beginning of 1981, the progress on artificial neural network research halted due to
unfulfilled claims except the similar networks developed independently of one another
in 1972 by Kohonen and Anderson [30], and the first multi-layered network which was
developed in 1975 as an unsupervised network.
In 1982, Hopfield invented an associative neural network now known as the “Hopfield
Network” [31]. This network can easily be classified as a form of a recurrent artificial
neural network (RNN) which serves as content-addressable memory systems with
binary threshold nodes. In the same year, Japan worrying about being left behind,
restarted the funding in the US. American Institute of Physics which began “Neural
Networks for Computing” in 1985 what has now become an annual meeting. In 1997,
a recurrent neural network framework for long short-term memory (LSTM) was
proposed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [32]. In addition, LeCun [33] proposed
gradient-based learning applied to document recognition in 1998.
From 1999, the timeline of artificial neural networks includes much technological
progress considering the evolution of object detection. Lowe presented a new method
called the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) for image feature generation in
1999 [34]. Viola and Jones [35] proposed an approach for visual object detection in
2001. The approach is capable of extremely rapid image processing with high
detection rates. Another approach is proposed by Sivic and Zisserman in 2003 to
search and localize occurrences of an outlined object [36]. In 2005, Dalal and Triggs
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presented the histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) descriptors that outperforms
existing feature sets at that time [37]. But the problem was that the convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) of the time were too slow. Several significant studies were
proposed in 2006; among them, there was a new region descriptor presented by Tuzel
et al. [38] to solve object detection and texture classification problems. A method
based on approximate global geometric correspondence called spatial pyramid
matching (SPM) by Lazebnik et al. [39] was presented in that year for recognizing
scene categories. Another novel descriptor coined in 2006 was also a scale and rotation
invariant interest point detector known as speeded up robust features (SURF) [40]. In
2008, the deformable part model (DPM) proposed by Felzenszwalb et al. [41] achieved
improvement in average precision over the best performance in the 2006 PASCAL
person detection challenge. Lampert et al. [42] focused on the computational cost
disadvantage of the sliding window approach which is used to estimate the object’s
location showing only if an object is present or not. They proposed a branch and bound
scheme (efficient subwindow search) to maximize a large class of quality functions
over all possible subimages in 2009. By obtaining a hybrid combination of HOG and
local binary pattern (LBP) as the feature set, Wang et al. [43] proposed a new human
detection approach to handle partial occlusion in the same year. In 2010, Sánchez et
al. [44] constructed an improved fisher vector, an independent version of the amount
of image-specific information. Selective search by Van de Sande et al. [45] was a
proposed solution in 2011, wherein a CNN representation for the whole image was
calculated. To generate all the possible locations for an object, the concept uses image
features by checking pixel intensity, color, image texture, and a measure of insideness
[46].
AlexNet, a deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) was introduced by Krizhevsky
et al. [47] in 2012. The neural network consists of five convolutional layers, some of
them are followed by max-pooling layers, on top of each other and outperformed the
previous state-of-the-art in terms of error rates to classify the high-resolution images
in the ImageNet LSVRC-2010 contest into the 1000 different classes. Sermanet et al.
[48] presented a new approach for localization by learning to predict object boundaries
within their framework of convolutional networks for classification, localization, and
detection in 2013. This was followed by multiple technological developments in 2014
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and 2015. The first region-based convolutional neural network (R-CNN) method was
introduced by Girshick et al. [49] in 2014. One year later Girshick proposed an
improved model called Fast R-CNN that trained end-to-end and thereby fixed the
primary problem of RCNN [50]. There are several other studies submitted in 2015.
Faster R-CNN proposed by Ren et al. [51], VGGNet proposed by Simonyan and
Zisserman [52] used 3x3 convolution filters to increase the neural network depth, and
GoogLeNet proposed by Szegedy et al. [53] were among them. A high-level
presentation of the Faster R-CNN architecture (see Figure 2.2) and benchmark
comparison of the versions of R-CNN (see Table 2.1) is given below [46].

Figure 2.2 Faster R-CNN object detection pipeline [46]

Table 2.1 Benchmark comparison of the R-CNN versions [46]

Average
response
time
Speed
boost

R-CNN

Fast RCNN

Faster RCNN

~50 sec

~2 sec

~0.2 sec

1x

25x

250x
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From 2012, researchers understood that deep artificial neural networks produce better
accuracy but going deeper comes with its own challenges such as computational
complexity [54], [55]. To ease the training of such networks, He et al. [56] presented
a residual learning framework in 2016. A residual neural network (ResNet) model can
reduce computational complexity when compared to a plain network. Instead of plain
layers, the main base element of ResNet is the residual block which allows the flow of
information from initial layers to the final layers. In 2017, Huang et al. [57] introduced
the dense convolutional network (DenseNet), which connects each layer to every other
layer in a feed-forward fashion. He et al. [58] also introduced Mask R-CNN in 2017,
an extended version of Faster R-CNN, to perform instance segmentation along with
the class bounding box.
In the last three years, technological developments have been put forward to carry
these processes forward. Redmon et al. [59] switched from an accuracy-oriented
approach to a speed-oriented one by proposing “You Only Look Once (YOLO)”. Liu
et al. [60] presented a single deep neural network method “Single Shot MultiBox
Detector (SSD)” for detecting objects in images. Moreover, RetinaNet which is also
used in this study is proposed by Lin et al. [61] which benefits from a backbone
approach to generate a rich, multi-scale convolutional feature pyramid together with a
focal loss focused training process.
2.3. Traditional Image Processing
The major concepts of traditional image processing are mentioned throughout an
object detector example in order to explain the basic elements. To create an object
detector that detects an object of a certain color (assuming red color), a feature
extractor that will be able to detect any red object from the provided image is needed.
The core image processing techniques such as erosion, dilation, blurring, etc. are also
needed to accomplish this task. Also, installation and import operation of open-source
computer vision library (OpenCV) is a prerequisite. This library is mostly used by
computer vision and machine learning software. Color spectrum and dimensions are
some key properties of any image. To examine the image properties the image must
first be loaded into the memory. Images are usually stored as “Blue, Green, Red
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(BGR)” in memory. The aim here is to obtain a “Hue, Saturation, Value (HSV)” image
to help extract other characteristics of the image using color intensity, brightness, and
shades. For this purpose, first, the image is converted from BGR to “Red, Green, Blue
(RGB)” and then from RGB to HSV with the OpenCV library (see Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3 BGR (upper left), RGB (upper right), and HSV (bottom center) results of
the same image
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A blur operation is performed using the Gaussian kernel before converting the RGBbased image into an HSV color spectrum. This way, more normalization of the pixels
is achieved. After obtaining the HSV color format of the image, two masks must be
created to be used for feature extraction using color values and brightness factors. then
these masks need to be concatenated for better feature extraction. Mask 1, mask 2, and
the mask obtained after the concatenation is shown in Figure 2.4. The masks are
created to detect the specific color spectrum, in this case it is red.

Figure 2.4 Mask 1 filter by color (upper left), mask 2 filter by brightness (upper
right), and the mask (combining both the masks, bottom center)
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Once the mask is obtained successfully, the post-processing stage of the mask begins.
This stage includes some morphological operations (basic image processing
operations) used for the analysis and processing of geometrical structures. First, the
closing operation (dilation) is applied over the mask to close small pieces inside the
foreground objects or small black points on the object. After that, the opening
operation (erosion) is performed, and by combining both the operations (morph close
and open), a denoised cleaner structure can be achieved (see Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5 Morph close (upper left), morph open (upper right), the mask is applied to
the image (bottom left), and an eclipse bounding box is drawn (bottom right)
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Finally, the denoised mask is obtained after the morphological operations are applied
to the image, and an eclipse bounding box is drawn on the extracted object. These are
the fundamental steps of object detection in traditional image processing without using
artificial intelligence techniques.
2.4. Regression Classification Prediction
Before moving on to complex deep neural network architectures, basic concepts such
as classification and regression in a data set are given in this part and the following
part, through the example of identifying specific handwriting samples from a dataset
of images. The validation criteria can be a global accuracy test as a percentage to
measure the performance in this example.
As mentioned in subsection 2.2, the perceptron is one of the core components to
simulate the human brain. To begin with the description of a deep artificial neural
network, a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is applied to the Modified National Institute
of Standards and Technology (MMNIST) dataset [62]. MLPs are composed of an input
layer to receive the input, an output layer that makes a prediction about the input, and
an arbitrary number of hidden layers between these two which are the computational
part of the MLP. The MLP implemented in this example has two hidden layers that
will perform regression on the MNIST dataset. Regression models are needed to make
predictions in non-linear datasets. Because of the complexity of the real world and the
data, simple linear regression models will not be enough to provide the desired
predictive power. The images are stored as a single vector in the MNIST dataset. The
MNIST dataset contains; training set images (55000 training images), 5000 validation
images, training set labels matching the images, test set images (10000 images), and
test set labels matching the images. The major components of the dataset are shown in
Figure 2.6. The stored shape of a single image is in the form of a 1 x 784 matrix. In
other words, the images are stored in a flattened way. So, these vectors need to be
reshaped into a 28 x 28 matrix to visualize the original images. The below image (see
Figure 2.6) is obtained after downloading the data, extracting one image from the
dataset, reshaping it, and plotting it by using the matplotlib library.
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Figure 2.6 The MNIST dataset format (left), a sample reshaped image from the
MNIST dataset (right)

The first task is defining the model that will perform regression on the MNIST dataset.
Therefore, a TensorFlow model with two hidden layers as a part of a fully connected
neural network was created. All the hyperparameters are defined and then imported as
a module to satisfy modularization. Some variables are fixed, and some are
configurable to experiment and build better models. Since the flat vectors of images
are of a size of [1 x 784], the num_input = 784 is fixed in this case. In addition, the
class count in the MNIST dataset is 10 (digits from 0-9), so num_classes = 10. On the
other hand, learning rate (learning_rate = 0.01) and numbers of hidden layers
(n_hidden_1 = 300 and n_hidden_2 = 300) are totally configurable. It is important to
understand the parameters (hyperparameters, network parameters or training
parameters) during the tweaking process to obtain better prediction results from the
trained model.
Deep learning models are typically trained by a stochastic gradient descent optimizer
(Adam Optimizer is used in this study). The learning rate (learning_rate) parameter
tells the optimizer how far to move the weights in the direction opposite of the gradient
for a mini-batch. If the learning rate is low, then training is more reliable, but
optimization will take a lot of time because steps towards the minimum of the loss
function are tiny. If the learning rate is high, then training may not converge or even
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diverge. Weight changes can be so big that the optimizer overshoots the minimum and
makes the loss worse.
To train an image classifier with the MNIST dataset which contains 55000 images, the
images need to be divided into smaller groups called the batch size (batch_size = 128),
because, the model cannot consider all 55000 pictures at the same time. Batch size will
affect the model performance and step duration but will not affect the training duration.
A training step is one gradient update. During one step, a number of batch size images
(128) are processed. The model is trained through a hundred steps in the code
(num_steps = 100) to visualize the results easily. If all the steps are executed which
are required to complete the processing of the whole dataset, it is called an epoch and
in this case, the steps needed for an epoch can be calculated from the number of
training set images/batch size (55000 / 128 = 429,6875).
There are four layers in the model; input, output, and two hidden layers. Hidden layers
(n_hidden_1, n_hidden_2) are needed because the data must be separated non-linearly.
The number of neurons in the input layer equals the number of input variables in the
data being processed (num_input = 784 means 784 values of 0’s and 1’s). The number
of neurons in the output layer equals the number of outputs associated with each input.
The challenge here is to know the number of hidden layers and neurons for each hidden
layer in a classification problem. A mathematical approach can be used to aid this
decision. The following are the steps of such an approach [63]:
-

Based on the data, an expected decision boundary can be drawn to separate the
classes.

-

The decision boundary can be expressed as a set of lines.

-

The number of the selected lines represents the number of hidden neurons in
the first hidden layer.

-

A new hidden layer must be added to connect the lines created by the previous
layer.

-

The number of hidden neurons in each new hidden layer equals the number of
connections to be made.

The definition of the model starts by importing the Python modules; in this case, the
TensorFlow package and the hyperparameters. Then, the placeholder of the
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TensorFlow is used to input data into the model (tf.placeholder allows to feed input
data to the computational graph). A placeholder is simply a variable that allows to
create operations and build the computational graph, without needing the data.
Variables need to be defined to hold values for weights and bias. tf.Variable is used to
store and update tensors in the graph. Also tf.random.normal() is used to initialize the
defined variables with random values from a normal distribution. The important thing
here is the mapping variable size between layers.
The regression equation is implemented here as the logistic regression operation using
tf.matmul(). Afterwards, the logistic values are converted into probabilistic values
using tf.nn.softmax(). The softmax activation converts the output values of each unit
to a value between zero and one. tf.nn.softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits is used to
define the cost function. Adam Optimizer is used for performance optimization. Then,
the built-in minimize() function is used to calculate the stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) update rule for each parameter in the network. To make a prediction, accuracy
values in a batch are needed to be calculated and captured. Until now, a two-hiddenlayer model architecture, with 300 neurons in each layer, which will try to learn the
best weight distribution using the Adam Optimizer and predict the probability of ten
classes is achieved.
Building the training loop is started by importing the dependencies. Then, the variables
required to be fed into the MLP are defined (X = model.X will feed the raw images, Y
= model.Y will feed the labels associated with the image). In order to begin the
training, a new session is created in TensorFlow. Initialize the graph variables and feed
the model operations with the valid data is the main purpose of this session. Extracting
batches of 128 training image-label pairs from the MNIST dataset and feeding them
into the model is done in the training.
The plot of mini-batch loss can be seen from the below diagram (see Figure 2.7), and
that it approaches the minima with each step.
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Figure 2.7 Plotting the loss values

As the last stage, the inference loads the latest checkpoints and then makes predictions
based on learned parameters. To summarize, at this point a classifier was created to
identify specific samples from an image dataset. The MLP model accuracy is 85.15%.
The following is an instance of the results that the model predicted when provided with
the test image from the MNIST dataset (see Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8 The output sample of the model, depicting the prediction of the model and
the input image
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2.5. Convolutional Neural Networks
In this subsection, the same identifying specific handwritings example is given again
but using different models, a CNN and a DCNN approach this time, to grasp the base
concepts together with advanced operations such as pooling and dropout.
Keras is a Python library that provides a deep learning model using TensorFlow as a
backend library. In the previous MLP model, TensorFlow is used directly that resulted
in producing lots of code when compared to the same job with Keras which acts as
wrapper classes for the TensorFlow. In Keras; MNIST data is unpacked (MNIST
dataset is also installed in Keras), Adam Optimizer is imported, the sequential model
is imported with layers that will be added to the model inside Keras, then the model is
compiled. With the aid of Scikit-learn (Sklearn), the training data is split into train and
validation data with sklearn’s train_test_split function (Sklearn is a Python library
which provides many unsupervised and supervised learning algorithms). The arrays
are reshaped so that each image is of shape 784. Fitting the model process is done in
Keras. Assigning the fit to a variable stores relevant information inside it, such as train
and validation loss and accuracy at each epoch, which can be used for plotting the
learning process. Then, the model is evaluated on test data by calling the evaluate
method of the model.
Secondly, a CNN classifier is built on MNIST digits. The below procedures are
followed to achieve this objective:
-

The Conv2D API is imported from the layers module of Keras,

-

The convolution is defined to accept images of shape 28 x 28 x 1,

-

All the images are reshaped to be of 28 x 28 x 1,

-

To build the model, the model is initialized as Sequential,

-

The Conv2D layer is added to the model (Convolution result is 32 feature maps
of size 26 x 26),

-

The 2-D feature maps are converted into a 1-D feature map with the help of the
Flatten function (Flatten function converts all of the 2-D feature maps into a
single Dense layer),

-

A Dense layer with 128 neurons is added to the model together with relu as the
activation function,
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-

Another Dense layer with 10 neurons and with softmax as the activation
function is added to the model to get scores for each of the possible classes,

-

The model is compiled (see Figure 2.9).

-

Fitting the model to adapt the weights on a training dataset,

-

The model is evaluated on test data.

This convolution classifier has 2.770.634 parameters. This is a lot of parameters
compared to the perceptron model (328.810).

Figure 2.9 Summary of the CNN model

The third and fourth steps are the pooling and dropout operations. Pooling operations
are performed on the generated feature maps after convolution to reduce the number
of parameters. The important features in the data can be retained as well as the number
of parameters can be reduced after the pooling operations. In Figure 2.10, a random
MNIST digit is seen before and after the 2 x 2 max pooling operation.

Figure 2.10 Before (left) and after (right) of the max pooling operation
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Max pooling is applied to the image of shape 28 x 28 and the resulting image is of
shape 14 x 14. At the end of the max pooling operation, the number of parameters has
come down to 693.962 which is 25.04% of the number of parameters in the
convolution classifier. Dropout is a regularization technique used to prevent
overfitting. During training, it is implemented by randomly sampling a neural network
from the original neural network and then training this subset network on the batch of
input data.
There was a slight amount of overfitting on the train data observed from the
loss/accuracy plot of the convolution classifier with max pooling and dropout during
training. To prevent this, a deeper model can be implemented by adding two more
convolution layers with max pooling and dropout. The deeper convolution model with
pooling and dropout (DCNN) gives a much better performance with just 110.474
parameters when compared to the CNN model with 693.962 parameters. The summary
of the DCNN model and loss/accuracy plot of the deep convolution classifier is shown
in Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12, respectively.

Figure 2.11 Summary of the DCNN model with max pooling and dropout
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Figure 2.12 Accuracy/loss plot of the deep convolution classifier during training
2.6. Common Objects in Context Dataset
Common Objects in Context (COCO) is a six-year-old dataset that provides; object
segmentation, superpixel stuff segmentation, recognition in context, 330K images with
more than 200K labeled, 1.5 million object instances, 80 object categories, 91 stuff
categories, and 5 captions per image [64]. To achieve precise object localization, a perinstance segmentation approach was adopted for object labeling. Other datasets
presented in the domain of object recognition before the COCO dataset provide
instances of image classification, object bounding box localization, or semantic pixellevel segmentation. On the other hand, the COCO dataset focuses on segmenting
individual object instances (see Figure 2.13) using images containing complex
everyday scenes of common objects in their natural context [65]. The annotated images
in the dataset mostly consist of non-iconic images reflecting the composition of
everyday scenes rather than iconic views where objects are in isolation.
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Figure 2.13 Image classification (leftmost), object localization (second from left),
semantic segmentation (second from right), and segmenting individual object
instances (rightmost) [65]

When constructing this dataset, the researchers collected images containing contextual
relationships and non-iconic object views as the first step. Then a hierarchical labeling
approach was adopted to label each image as containing particular object categories
[66]. Also, the individual instances were labeled for each found category, verified, and
segmented by the researchers.
When compared to another popular dataset called ImageNet [67], COCO provides
fewer categories but more instances per category. The training process of an artificial
neural network can benefit and learn better from this because of precise 2D
localization. Also, the number of instances per category in the COCO dataset is larger
than the PASCAL VOC [68] and SUN [69] datasets. The instance distribution per
category of the COCO and PASCAL VOC, two of the most used datasets in
challenges, is shown in Figure 2.14 [65].

Figure 2.14 Number of annotated instances per category for the two datasets [65]
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2.7. Semantic Web Technologies and Ontology
Information can be provided in different ways from many different sources on the
Internet. All these sources possibly have a different style, language, and purpose.
Therefore, one must mentally integrate the dots, the information pieces, to see the big
picture and achieve his/her goals. But this is a cumbersome and long process. The sites
visited only show the tip of respective icebergs because the real data is held in
databases, or files such as extensible markup language (XML), Excel, etc. One can
only access the information which the designer wants you to see. Some specialized
sites can do more by gathering and combining data from other sources, but they still
control the way information is presented. Also, mashup sites can be used to access data
directly. The drawback of such an approach is the usage of various application
programming interfaces (API) with different structures and logic. So, this alternative
does not provide a standard way of getting to the data. As a result, the need for
characterization or classification of information is an undeniable truth. Another point
to note is that this information should be machine-readable and, in some cases, the
classification should allow for some limited reasoning. Techniques such as web
ontology language (OWL) exist in semantic web and can be used to reach additional
classes and relations from a properly designed ontology to overcome the disconnected
pieces of information problem.
Ontology is the thing that can be used when modeling a domain of knowledge. To
model a domain of knowledge what we want is a representation, such as objectoriented analysis and design (OOAD) or object-oriented programming (OOP) [70].
Therefore, we need representational primitives or components in ontology too (see
Figure 2.15).

Figure 2.15 Ontology components
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Individuals are instances of objects and can be concrete like human, car, animal,
planet, molecule, or can be abstract like words. Classes act as sets in an ontology [71].
-

Human:

class of all people

-

Car:

class of all cars (family car, commercial car, etc.)

-

Individual:

class of all individuals (Individual class)

-

Class:

class of all classes (Class class)

-

Thing:

class of all things (Thing class)

Attributes can be assigned to objects in an ontology. Each attribute must have one
name and at least one value.
-

Name:

Duster

-

DoorNumber: 4

-

Class:

SUV

-

Motor:

{1200 cc, 1500 cc}

-

Transmission: 6-gear

Efficient use of the properties mentioned above is established by defining the
relationships and rules between objects. The most important ones are “is_a, has_a”
which are related to inclusion relation [71]. This relation shows us which objects
belong to which classes such as Duster object is a subset of Car class. Another type of
relation “is_part_of” increases the complexity of an ontology because one object can
be part of many objects. Also, part of the relation causes to turn the current tree
structure at hand into a directed acyclic graph. The rules are formed from if-then
structures in the ontology.
Ontologies are used together with semantic web technologies in various platforms, one
such example can be given from a semantic web portal for art collections. The search
term is 'Monet', but the search produces all kinds of 'related' results, like paintings 'on'
Monet, paintings of the same period, etc. [72]. This can be done because the system
uses annotation of the individual painting combined with an ontology of the artifacts.
The semantic portal search results for Monet is shown in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16 Search results for the search term monet [72]

Ontologies are built using ontology building tools. Protégé a free, open-source
ontology editor and framework is the most popular among them [73]. Ontologies have
become important within intelligent systems for critical operations, such as text
mining, file authoring, structured reporting, and report indexing. To quote Jain and
Singh from “Ontology Development and Query Retrieval using Protégé Tool” [74],
“Ontology represents information in a manner so that this information can also be used
by machines not only for displaying, but also for automating, integrating, and reusing
the same information across various applications which may include Artificial
Intelligence, Information Retrieval and many more”. Protégé is not only designed as a
terminology editing tool, but developers can also easily use this tool to create and to
manage terminologies and ontologies in end-user applications. In addition to its rich
plug-in and components, it provides more than core features to create and manage
ontologies; a user-friendly graphical interface for the desktop and also the web
application, component visualization for complex relationships, and a programming
interface for ontology-driven intelligent systems [75].
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2.8. Status of Image Annotation Studies
As mentioned in subsection 2.1, the image annotation domain between the years of
2010 and 2018 is examined through a systematic mapping study in [19]. From the
examined studies, 64.2% present technique/method, 20% present model, and 16.8%
present tools which have been developed for image annotation purposes. The
distribution of the number of studies is shown in Figure 2.17 below.

Figure 2.17 Distribution in studies in terms of contribution aspect

At the same time, 70.5% of the examined studies were related to automatic image
annotation, 26.3% both (automatic or semi-automatic, and retrieval), and the
percentage of semi-automatic studies was 24.2%. When the publication year of the
studies is examined, most of them belong to the years 2014, 2013, and 2015 which
appear as 22.1%, 20%, and 13.7%, respectively. In addition, the year 2017 draws
attention to the upward trend in the chart presented in the study. The annual count of
the studies between 2010 and 2018 is shown in Figure 2.18 [19].
Some of the most cited image annotation studies are mentioned in [19] and details of
several other related studies are in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 2.18 Annual count of papers between 2010 and 2018 [19]

The presented model by Karpathy and Fei-Fei [76] uses weak labels to generate
annotations of image regions. The weak label is a reality because usually only a part
of positive labels is tagged by users. Positive labels are used for the objects of interest
and negative labels are used for the other parts, but the untagged labels are not
necessarily negative. Their proposed model is a combination of CNN applied over
image regions, bidirectional RNN applied over sentences and a multimodal embedding
technique. The architecture of such a system consists of three stages:
-

Input stage: a dataset of images and their sentence descriptions.

-

Process stage: infers the correspondences and learns to generate novel
descriptions.

-

Output stage: alignments predicted by the model (see Figure 2.19).

Figure 2.19 Example alignments predicted by the model [76]
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The difficulties of this approach are as follows [76]:
-

Information receiving occurs through additive bias interactions rather than
multiplicative interactions. As a result, less expressive interactions are used.

-

Evaluation of every isolated region causes computational inefficiency.

-

The detection step of region-level captions relies on the external R-CNN
regions. These regions are trained on a different dataset.

To identify all entities and their mutual interactions, the researchers plan to use
multiple saccades around the image in the future.
The study “Ground Compositional Semantics for Finding and Describing Images with
Sentences” by Socher et al. [77] claims that the proposed dependency-tree recursive
neural networks (DT-RNNs) outperform other recursive and recurrent neural
networks. In order to retrieve images that are described by sentences, the DT-RNN
model uses dependency trees to embed sentences into a vector space (see Figure 2.20).

Figure 2.20 Image vector representation samples [77]

The main difference between previous RNN-based models and this study is that it
focuses on the action and agents in a sentence rather than using constituency tree
usage. Dependency (one-to-one correspondence) structures tend to contain fewer
nodes when compared to a constituency (one-to-one-or-more correspondence)
structure. Therefore, these structures are minimal compared to their constituency
structure counterparts. The words, their vectors, and the dependency tree are the inputs
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of DT-RNN. The other differences compared to previous RNN models are as follows
[77]:
-

Nodes that have many children can be represented with a higher capacity.

-

The model allows for n-ary nodes in the tree.

-

Previous models had the problem that words that are merged last in the tree
have larger weight in the final sentence representation because of non-content
words, such as “but”.

An encoder-decoder pipeline is proposed by Kiros et al. [78] in another study. The
pipeline can learn a multimodel joint embedding space with images and text, and it
consists of a language model for decoding distributed representations from the space.
The pipeline is shown in Figure 2.21 below.

Figure 2.21 The encoder-decoder pipeline [78]

The encoder is formed from a DCNN and long short-term memory recurrent network
(LSTM) for learning a joint-image sentence embedding. The decoder acts as a
language model that combines structure and content vectors [78].
The researchers plan to work on an attention-based model that jointly learns to align
parts of captions to images as the next step.
The study of Wang et al. [8] addresses a high-level semantic annotation method and a
dynamic update mechanism to solve the issue of static training sets. Their method
based on hot internet topics which consist of two independent subtasks [8]:
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-

Dynamic update of the training set

-

Searched-based image annotation

In the first step, an image is given, and the annotated set is searched for visually similar
images. A hypergraph is constructed, and spectral clustering is performed to filter out
the irrelevant images, and a cluster is achieved. In the cluster, relevance to the query
image is computed for each annotation.
In the second step, a tag-based image retrieval technique is used to construct a
collection of images and texts. The mapping of topic-to-topic and image-to-topic
relevance is achieved via complex graph clustering. The two steps of this approach are
shown in Figure 2.22 [8].

Figure 2.22 Image annotation based on the two subtasks [8]

Another image annotation study using semantic relationships is proposed in [79]. A
semi-automatic image annotation tool “Linked Tag” is presented, and according to the
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researchers, it eliminates a large amount of manual labor by enhancing the semantic
expression of image content. The system architecture is shown in Figure 2.23 below.

Figure 2.23 Linked tag system architecture [79]

The system includes two main processes known as the database query and the
annotation population processes. In the database query process, users can use a
semantic query for image retrieval such as SPARQL queries. But before that, in the
annotation population process, the following steps occur [79]:
-

Tags extraction followed by user selection of tags to be annotated.

-

Property input by automatic and/or manual annotation.

-

Linked data is used to support automatic annotation in the user interface.

-

The annotation is generated as a triple and stored in an annotation database.

-

The tag ranking module is placed the most relevant tag in the first position, and
the least relevant is placed in the last position.

The most relevant image tag has many outgoing and incoming edges and will be
centered and connected to other tags in a resource description framework (RDF) graph.
An overview of the system is shown in Figure 2.24 [79].
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Figure 2.24 Overview of the linked tag system [79]

The proposed system has some limitations, such as few user-assigned tags. If such a
condition occurs, the annotation cannot fully express the image content semantics.
The last study [80] to be mentioned is related to ontology-based image navigation. The
interface allows users to interactively select structures of interest within images,
browse relevant metadata displayed within the images, and use the metadata as a
conceptual link to related technologies. The proposed application depends on three key
features; The RadLex ontology, the ontology queries consisting of logical functions
designed to extract specific knowledge from RadLex, and the annotation and image
markup (AIM) standard for image annotation.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND FRAMEWORK
To summarize the current situation of artificial intelligence and ontologies in the image
annotation domain to serve as a background for the study, a literature review has been
conducted which is carried out through a systematic mapping (SM). Systematic
mapping is a popular and widely accepted method to build a classification scheme for
categorizing a field in the scheme, identify research gaps, show frequencies of
publications, and provide a visual summary [81]. There are five major steps needed to
execute consecutively in all systematic mapping processes [82]:
-

Step 1:

Review scope

-

Step 2:

Conduct search

-

Step 3:

Screen papers

-

Step 4:

Classification

-

Step 5:

Data extraction and mapping

Validation of step 1 was done by defining research questions until the scope is
complete in the SM of this study. For the literature review of this thesis, two searching
techniques were applied in step 2 to create the SM which are database searches and
backward snowballing techniques [83]. Most of the SM or systematic literature review
studies are conducted just using one of these two techniques. This study benefitted
from both database searches on IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, SpringerLink,
ScienceDirect Elsevier, Wiley Interscience, Web of Science, Scopus, Google Scholar,
and backward snowballing by examining the reference lists of primary studies. The
relevant papers are selected at the end of the third step by following the inclusion and
exclusion criteria given in [19]. As a result, 95 studies were selected from a total of
404 studies identified. A classification scheme is a must for the classification process
at the fourth step. The classification scheme used for the literature review is shown in
Table 3.1. The data extraction (see Appendix A) process was performed using this
scheme.
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Table 3.1 The column headings used for the classification scheme [19]
Field Headings
Paper Title
Database
Bibliometric
Research formulation by
contribution aspect
Type and number of research
questions raised in the empirical
studies
Objects of study
Studies present the image
annotation process, image
retrieval process, or both (auto
or semi-auto, and retrieval)
Studies use ontologies
Count of papers
Most referenced papers

Attributes
Title of the study
Database Name
Year, Venue Type, Venue
Acronym, Author Affiliation,
Number of Citation
Method/technique, Tool
Used, Tool Developed,
Model, Metric, Process
Exploratory, Base-rate,
Relationship, Causality,
Design, Other
Datasets, Domain, Other
Interesting Aspects
Automatic, Semi-automatic,
Retrieval, Both
Count
Annual count of papers
Citation numbers

The studies given in the literature section (Chapter 2) were found by following the
steps mentioned above. The research methodology, the framework, and the software
engineering approaches applied to obtain the framework are given in the subsections
below.
3.1. Aims
The scope of the thesis study has been shaped around the research questions presented
below and by trying to answer these research questions, the following are aimed. The
research questions above are categorized according to the study written by Easterbrook
et al. [2]:
-

RQ #1: What is an effective way to achieve a description of an image?
This research question is from the type of design question category. These
types of questions are asked when the goal is to design better procedures or
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tools. The literature research shows that the nature of the design problem to be
solved and the associated knowledge questions have already been addressed.
Enough information has been collected for RQ #1 to carry out a description of
an image. Therefore, a new framework to generate a natural language
description of an image is aimed at this research question.
-

RQ #2: How can the detected generic objects be transformed into specific
objects?
This question is from the type of a descriptive-process question. From the
literature review, a clear understanding is established about object detection.
Now, a base-rate question is asked to present a clearer understanding of the
normal

patterns

of

occurrence

of

the

detected

objects.

With this research question; describing an object as generic, the steps generic
object goes through as it evolves into a specific object, and determining the
purpose of the specific objects are aimed.
-

RQ #3: Does the use of different techniques together cause more accurate
image annotations under a controlled environment?
This research question is from the type of causality-comparative interaction
question that investigates how context affects a cause-effect relationship. The
purpose of this question is to examine the use of a combination of various
techniques in the framework for image annotation and to reveal the differences
if any.

To achieve a description of an image effectively as mentioned in research question #1,
the adopted approach is a novel combination of artificial intelligence techniques and
ontologies. The literature provides lots of usage instances of artificial intelligence
techniques for object detection, such as [35], [49], [51], [59], [61]. Also, it provides
many examples of ontology usage for intelligent systems, [9], [79], [80], [84]–[91] can
be counted among them. The proposed framework in this study benefits from the
strongest aspects of the two, artificial intelligence and ontology domains to generate a
description of an image within a controlled environment (see Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1 The proposed framework architecture

In [78], the three high-level categorizations for generating image descriptions used in
the literature are stated as the template-based generation, composition-based
generation, and neural network generation. Template-based methods use sentence
templates based on the result of object detections. Composition-based methods aim to
harness existing image-caption databases and compose them together to generate
descriptions. Neural network methods aim to generate descriptions by sampling.
All three type of methods are used in the framework; The RetinaNet introduced in [61]
benefits from a ResNet-50 backbone [56] in this study to generate a rich, multi-scale
convolutional feature pyramid together with a focal loss focused training process for
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object detection. Average precision (AP) is the most common metric in measuring the
object detectors' performance [93]. It is important to understand that a true negative
result does not apply in the object detection context because of the infinite number of
bounding boxes that should not be detected within an image. [79] used semantic query
language SPARQL to retrieve images. In this study, SPARQL queries are used to
retrieve annotations in the sports ontology. These semantic queries are settled on top
of the OWL to obtain query relevant ontology result. The detected objects of an image
are composed as keys to be used in the mapping process of the ontology results
achieved from various semantic queries. The keys and the ontology results are mapped
according to the frequency distribution of objects that make up a key in the ontology
results. Higher frequency results in top priority for the retrieval of the ontology results.
Also, the two most frequently mentioned statistical calculations (Jaccard similarity
based on word set, Cosine similarity based on the vector) for sentence similarity
examined in [92] are used for subgrouping ontology results if necessary and used as a
validation method for only the most relevant sentences to match an image. Sentence
vectors are a popular approach whether used for representational semantics or used for
validation purposes [77]. A recurrent neural network framework LSTM proposed in
[32] and used in many studies, such as [78] is implemented as an external module to
understand the possibility of generating natural language descriptions of an image
within the controlled environment. Validation of this external module (independent
from the framework) is done by checking whether cognitively understandable
sentences can be obtained. Since the second research question is a descriptive-process
type question, it will be answered in the implementation chapter. Finally, the last
research question (RQ #3) will be discussed in the evaluation chapter. The types of
research according to the aims based on the research questions are shown in Table 3.2.
The methods of data collection together with the methods of implementation and
analysis are given in the following subsection.
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Table 3.2 The types of research presented in this study according to the aims
Type of research

Exploratory research

Consideration factor
The study aims to develop a
new framework by
benefitting from existing
technologies.
RQ #1 and RQ #2

Explanatory research

RQ #3

Applied research

A new design constructed
from state-of-the-art
technology is proposed based
on the findings.

Inductive research

3.2. Research Methods
In terms of data collection, the collection of quantitative data is necessary to conduct
experiments with the framework proposed in this study. Quantitative data collection is
required to assess the model’s (RetinaNet) average precision over object classes on
both datasets (COCO dataset and custom dataset), to assess the training process of the
model, to compare with the other major object detection models, and to assess the
framework performance on the sample group of images. The primary data which will
be used in the evaluation is collected using the experiment method as a quantitative
method. The experiment method is used in countless studies in the literature to gather
numerical information and pattern identification in data. The types of research based
on the experimental data is shown in Table 3.3. Borders of the controlled environment
for the experiments are determined by the sports ontology that includes tennis,
baseball, and skiing sub-domains.
The RetinaNet in this study uses two different datasets for training purposes,
eventually being able to make predictions, the COCO 2014 dataset [64], [65], and the
custom image dataset [94]. By using the ResNet-50 model as a backbone for the
RetinaNet, usage of a ResNet-50 model which is already trained on the COCO dataset
becomes possible. In other words, the weights obtained from the training process of
ResNet-50 can be used as existing data, available at [95].
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Table 3.3 The types of research presented in this study according to data
Type of research

Consideration factor
Primary data is collected
directly through experiments.
Quantitative research
methods are used on
numerical information and
statistical data.
Training data, object class
labels, training duration, and
hyperparameter variables are
manipulated and controlled
to determine cause and
effect.

Primary research
Quantitative research

Experimental research

On the other hand, a new sports image dataset, the custom image dataset [94], was
created for this thesis study (see Table 3.4) containing 1200 pictures (tennis, baseball,
and skiing images) obtained from the Internet together with 2120 drawn and tagged
objects using VoTT [96]. While collecting the images to construct this new dataset,
the object labels presented in the COCO dataset and the object labels not presented as
specific, such as tennis ball instead of sports ball, are used as search term considering
the controlled environment (see Table 3.5).
Again, the search terms in Table 3.5 are used to construct another dataset, the custom
sentence dataset [97]. Using the search terms themselves and their combinations, 2102
various length sentences were obtained by collecting the news belonging to these three
sub-domains (see Table 3.6).
Several methodologies exist to construct an ontology from scratch. The major and
most used ones are the Cyc [98], the methodology of Uschold and King [99], the
methodology of Grüninger and Fox [100], the KACTUS approach [101], the
METHONTOLOGY framework [102], and SENSUS-based methodology [103].
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Baseball

Tennis
court

Tennis
player

Table 3.4 Samples of the custom image dataset images

Table 3.5 The search terms
Sub-domain

Search term
Tennis racket
Tennis ball
Tennis player
Tennis court
Tennis match
Ski equipment
Ski poles
Ski
Competitive skiing
Baseball bat
Baseball glove
Baseball
Baseball player
Baseball field
Baseball match

Tennis

Skiing

Baseball

From row
483-490

Table 3.6 Samples of the custom sentence dataset sentences
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The Cyc methodology is only used for building the Cyc KB, and to code such a
knowledge base, the CycL language is a must. The methodology of Uschold and King
can be thought of like the waterfall methodology of software development. It is
beneficial for the enterprise domain and useful when manuals are needed. The
methodology of Grüninger and Fox is effective within the domain of business process
and activity modeling. The METHONTOLOGY framework is advantageous when
interdependencies between multiple ontologies are required and also for handling
comprehensive ontologies. Also, SENSUS-based methodology does not match the
targeted sports ontology either because this approach is based on the use of the
SENSUS ontology for building knowledge bases [104]. As a result, the framework for
this study requires a prototype ontology to conduct experiments, and the KACTUS
approach is more compatible with the application development when compared to the
other methodologies. The methodological steps of [101] which are the specification of
the application, preliminary design based on relevant top-level ontological categories
and ontology refinement are taken by applying the following steps.
1. Determining the scope and domain of the sports ontology.
2. Identifying important terms in the sports ontology.
3. Creating class hierarchy.
4. Defining the properties of classes.
5. Defining the restrictions on properties.
6. Creating the individuals.
Comprehensive information was presented about the infrastructure of the framework
to be used in experiments and the methodologies followed. Now the experimental steps
are presented to explain the data collection procedures:
1. The simple random sampling method is used as a probability sampling method
to make statistical inferences about the population (a set of images, “Set P”).
2. The search terms in Table 3.5 alone and together are used to construct Set P
from Google images top page results. 100 images were collected in this way
and each image collected was numbered from 1 to 100.
3. Every member of the population has an equal chance of being selected where
the condition is satisfied by a random number generator to construct the sample
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set (“Set S”). The random number generator produces a number between 1 and
100 in each run and the image with that number is selected. 10 images are
selected from Set P this way.
4. Each image from Set S is sent to the framework separately and the detected
objects, their colors, their coordinates, and eventually the annotation of the
image (natural language descriptions) generated by the framework is recorded
with a timestamp.
The variables used and obtained in the experiments are measured according to the
following points:
-

The RetinaNet’s backbone (ResNet-50) training dataset is changed together
with respective class labels. The precision of both RetinaNets (the one used
pre-trained weights and the one trained on the custom image dataset) are
measured separately. Also, the training duration and hyperparameters are
manipulated to obtain experimental results.

-

The detection results obtained from the model trained on the COCO dataset are
sent to the framework’s mapper and resulting annotations are recorded. Also,
the detection results obtained after the framework’s merging process is sent to
the framework’s mapper and resulting annotations are recorded.

The types of sampling, timescale and location are shown in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7 The types of sampling, timescale, and location
Type

Consideration factor
The study aims to produce
generalizable knowledge.
The data gathered at a single
point in time.
Draw firm conclusions about
cause and effect. Also, the
research takes place in a
controlled and constructed
setting.
The timescale and location
are set before data collection.

Probability sampling
Cross-sectional study
Laboratory research

Fixed research design
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In terms of analysis, the methods used also belong to the quantitative methods
category. The object detection results obtained from the two RetinaNets are measured
using the average precision metric (AP), and a variant of the average precision metric
(mAP). mAP is used to measure the performance of the RetinaNet trained on the
COCO dataset, and AP is used to measure the performance of the RetinaNet trained
on the custom image dataset. Under the COCO context, there is no difference between
AP and mAP. This can be understood from the direct quote from COCO, “AP is
averaged over all categories. Traditionally, this is called "mean average precision"
(mAP). We make no distinction between AP and mAP and assume the difference is
clear from context” [105]. The COCO dataset provides an API to calculate this metric
and for more operations. Python version of the API is used in this study [106]. To
measure AP, another Python module is customized to accept the format of the custom
image dataset items and their properties, such as object labels and coordinates.
Average precision is a standardized metric in measuring the accuracy of object
detectors and it uses the common concepts defined below [93]:
-

True positive (TP): A correct detection of the ground-truth bounding box.

-

False positive (FP): An incorrect detection of a non-existent object or a
misplaced detection of an existing object.

-

False negative (FN): An undetected ground-truth bounding box.

Assessment of the object detectors is based on precision. The mathematical definition
is shown below (1):
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

(1)

There are two approaches to calculate the average precision based on the point of
interpolation. One of them proposes the 11-point interpolation to obtain the AP by

considering the maximum precision. The other one proposes all-point interpolation
that interpolates through all points instead of only 11 equally spaced points. The
COCO dataset’s metric uses a 101-point interpolated AP definition. The 11-point
interpolation method is less precise compared to the all-point interpolation method.
Also, it loses the capability in measuring the difference for methods with low AP.
Therefore, the all-point interpolation formula is adopted in this study:
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𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = �(𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛+1 − 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛 )𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛+1 )

(2)

𝑛𝑛

Where 𝑃𝑃 is precision and 𝑅𝑅 is recall:
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

And the mAP is the average AP over all classes:
𝑁𝑁

1
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = � 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖
𝑁𝑁

(3)

(4)

𝑖𝑖=1

The detected objects from both models are used to construct keywords for the mapper
of the framework, to map with the ontology results. This mapping file is constructed
according to frequency distributions of the detected objects in exported results of the
semantic queries. A keyword can be a single detected object or can be a combination
of multiple detected objects. When the keywords and the result files obtained from the
sports ontology are matched, each detected object in a keyword is counted separately
within the files and the cumulative count is considered. Along with these, the file with
the highest frequency of a keyword is prioritized and the other associated result files
are sorted according to the frequency score from highest to lowest when linking the
result files and the keywords. The “term” is used for each element of a keyword and
term frequency (TF) measures how frequently a term occurs in a file:
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥) =

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑥𝑥 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖

(5)

The semantic query result files are further divided into subgroups by using the Jaccard

similarity to increase the relevancy in annotations. This method is widely adopted in
studies where the statistical similarity between sentences is required to be measured
[92]. The Jaccard coefficient measures similarity between finite sample sets and the
components of sentences can be used to construct the elements of a set. Using this
method, only sentences related to each other can be grouped and a similarity matrix
can be obtained by measuring the similarities between sentences:
𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽�𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥 , 𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦 � =

�𝑘𝑘(𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥 ) ∩ 𝑘𝑘�𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦 ��
�𝑘𝑘(𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥 ) ∪ 𝑘𝑘�𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦 ��

(6)

Where, 𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥 𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦 are sentences, 𝑘𝑘(𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥 ) 𝑘𝑘�𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦 � are word sets of sentences.
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Assume that 𝑘𝑘(𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥 ) = {“Tennis/tennis”, “player”, “,”, “uses”, “racket”, “.”}, and
𝑘𝑘�𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦 � = {“Tennis/tennis”, “player”, “hits”, “ball”, “.”}. So, the similarity score
3

between these two sentences = = 0.4285 (42.85% similarity).
7

The sentences that belong to the lowest Jaccard coefficient are measured with the
Cosine similarity method to ensure that irrelevant sentences are not presented in the
same group. This method is based on the vector representation of sentences to measure
the statistical similarity between them [92]. Since the method presents vectors and uses
weights in the calculation, it is not just used for measurement, but also for validation
purposes in many studies too. To obtain the vector values word2vec tool is used [107],
and a web application [108] is also used to calculate the similarity between the vectors
based on the Cosine similarity formula:
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶�𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥 , 𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦 � =

∑𝑖𝑖+𝑗𝑗
𝑛𝑛=1 𝑊𝑊𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑊𝑊𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

2
�∑𝑖𝑖+𝑗𝑗
𝑛𝑛=1 𝑊𝑊𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

2
�∑𝑖𝑖+𝑗𝑗
𝑛𝑛=1 𝑊𝑊𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

(7)

where, 𝑊𝑊𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑊𝑊𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 represent weights assigned to 𝑘𝑘(𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥 ) 𝑘𝑘�𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦 �, the initial weight of words
is 1. If a word occurs more times in one sentence, the weight of the word is
accumulated.
Assume that the vector x is, 𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥 = {(Baseball/baseball, 3), (pitcher, 2), (, , 1), (uses, 1),

(glove, 1), (. , 1)}, and the y vector is, 𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 = {(Baseball/baseball, 2), (pitcher, 1), (plays,
1), (. , 1)}. The list of words from both sentences are: “,” “.” “Baseball/baseball” “uses”

“pitcher” “glove” “plays”. The two vectors are, again: x: [1, 1, 3, 1, 2, 1, 0], y: [0, 1,
2, 0, 1, 0, 1]. The similarity score between these two vectors = 0.825 (82.5%
similarity).
Also, fuzzywuzzy library of Python is used to extract additional similarity ratios, such
as the fuzzywuzzy ratio to calculate similarity ratio (returns a number between 0 and
100) between two strings, the partial ratio to calculate the fuzzywuzzy ratio for all
substrings of the longer string with the length of the shorter string, the token sort ratio
that divides strings into words then before calling the regular ratio joins them, and the
token set ratio which also divides strings into words, but then turns both lists into sets
to sort those before calculating the ratio.
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In addition, in these evaluation methods used, precision and recall are always between
0 and 1. Therefore, AP measurements fall within this range. Another issue that needs
to be mentioned is the intersection over union (IoU) factor. The IoU measures the
overlapping area between the predicted bounding box and the ground-truth bounding
box as shown in Figure 3.2 below [93].

Figure 3.2 Intersection over union [93]

A detection is classified as being correct or not according to a given threshold value.
If IoU is greater than or equal to the threshold value, the detection is accepted as a
correct detection. Otherwise, the detection is considered as an incorrect detection. In
the experiments, the predefined IoU is 0.5 which is accepted by the majority of the
datasets as a common predefined value for the object detector performance challenges.
3.3. Software Engineering Methods
The usage of artificial intelligence in software engineering contains many examples in
the literature where [109]–[114] can be counted among them. On the contrary, an
extremely limited number of studies have been presented in the literature in terms of
the use of software development methodologies in developing artificial intelligence
applications. The symposium which was started in 2018 is the first symposium on
software engineering for machine learning applications (SEMLA). The challenges
presented in such environments are necessary to understand why there is a gap in the
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literature in terms of the use of software development methodologies in developing AI
applications.
Software applications normally adopt a deductive approach. First, a general concept is
defined based on the business need, and then the behaviour of the software is extracted
from this general concept through rules/design, and eventually, this behaviour is
provided with code. In deep learning applications, this approach is inductive because
the rules are inferred from the training data. Therefore, the reasoning of software
behaviour is a difficult concept with AI components [115]. Because of this unique
characteristic, agile methods are more suitable to develop a back-end software
application with AI components instead of traditional software methodologies, such as
the waterfall model, the incremental process models, or the evolutionary process
models.
The framework structure, components plus connectors, are considered when
examining the agile method and three of them were determined as candidate methods
in the first place. These are Scrum [116], Extreme Programming (XP) [117], and
Kanban [118]. After a detailed inspection, Scrum and XP were eliminated for the
following reasons:
-

If a task requires more than 16 hours of work, it must be divided (in Scrum).
Some tasks require more than 16 hours of work and cannot be divided.

-

The necessity of daily scrum meetings (in Scrum).

-

Usually requires a development team of at least 5 people (in Scrum).

-

Includes cross-functionality in the team (in Scrum).

-

The development period consists of 30-day iterations called sprints (in Scrum).

-

Class Responsibility Collaborator (CRC) cards are used to determine and
organize the classes related to the software increase (in XP).

-

Spike solutions are produced for difficult design problems (in XP).

-

Refactoring is adopted (in XP).

-

The unit test is written before coding begins (in XP).

-

All unit tests are run daily (in XP).

Kanban is preferred for the following reasons:
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-

It focuses on the flow of tasks across the Kanban board and by doing this it
values more than the effort it takes to start the effort to get the job done.

-

It is an ideal method for change management in environments where priorities
change quickly.

-

Visualizes the work.

-

It starts with the current process. In the continuation, the system constantly
encourages evolutionary changes.

The Trello tool [119] was used to create Kanban boards to visualize the workflow
while using this method. Work in progress (WIP) limits are used to determine how
many work items can be in a process step. The flow of a work item is watched to
understand whether the work item is processing smoothly and stably.
The goal question metric (GQM) approach [120] is adopted to assess some quality
factors of the back-end software application. McCall presents widely accepted
software quality factors in [121]. This study benefits from some of these factors to
evaluate the back-end application quality with the GQM (see Table 3.8).
Table 3.8 The goal question metric template
Goal

Portability

Question
Does the software do what is
wanted?
Does the software always do
it accurately?
Does the software run as well
as it can?
Can one use the software on
another machine?

Flexibility

Can one change the software?

Correctness
Reliability
Efficiency

Metric
Defect rate
Failure rate
Measured in terms of speed
Ability to run in different
operating systems
Efforts that will be needed
to serve larger populations

Testing is a challenging task, especially when AI components are involved. The AI
component’s behaviour might be incorrect even if the learning algorithms are
implemented correctly [115]. Because of all these challenges, it is not possible to use
an incremental approach for integration testing where either the tester begins with
construction and testing of the main module by using stubs (top-down integration
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testing), or with construction and testing with the modules at the lowest level (bottomup integration testing). Instead, Big Bang testing [122] approach is adopted that is
useful when the programming is not terribly complicated. The two sub-categories of
system testing, recovery testing [123] and performance testing [124], were applied by
forcing the software to fail and verify that recovery is properly performed, and by
measuring run time performance. The final procedure of the testing strategy is
benefited from validation testing with a black-box testing technique known as the
decision table. The steps of decision table testing are as follows [125]:
1. Analyse the given test inputs and list out conditions.
2. Calculate the number of possible combinations.
3. Fill columns of the decision table with combinations.
4. Find out cases.
5. Find out the expected result.
For this study, the decision table (see Table 3.9) consists of:
Table 3.9 The decision table template for validation testing
Expected objects
From a human
perspective

Detected objects
From the model
trained on the COCO
dataset
From the model
trained on the
Custom Image
dataset

Match
Yes
Or
No

Action
Action 1
Or
Action 2

Yes
Or
No

Action 1
Or
Action 2

Input:
-

Expected objects:

object names

-

Detected objects:

object names

-

Objects in result:

object names

-

Match:

yes, no

Output:
-

Action:

action 1 (correct count + 1), action 2 (false count + 1)
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The debugging process is executed by the induction technique. It starts with the clues
and looks for relationships among the clues. Another thing to note is that these tests
are only applicable to the back-end software implementation of the framework. As
mentioned earlier, the methods and metrics detailed in subsection 3.2 are used for
object detection accuracy.
Finally, to express the amount of code functionality that belongs to the framework
activities (see Figure 3.3), a functional size measurement metric known as the function
point is used [126]. The function point (FP) method is preferred because it does not
depend on development tools or programming languages. When compared to the lines
of code (LOC) metric, the FP produces more accurate, reliable, and meaningful results.
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 × (0.65 + 0.01 × 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)

(8)

where, 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 denotes for crude function points, 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 denotes for relative complexity

adjustment factor.

Figure 3.3 Activity diagram of the framework
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CHAPTER 4
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FRAMEWORK AS A SYSTEM
In this chapter, the layers of the framework are introduced. The framework is a “multitier” framework because natural language descriptions of the sports images can be
achieved through the levels. The results, in this case, natural language descriptions, are
achieved with a three-tier or a four-tier architecture depending on the usage of the
merging layer. The generic principle of multi-tier application development suggests
the separation of concerns within tiers [127]. This principle is adopted on the
framework for the provision of tasks performed by each tier which is best suited and
can be trusted. An overview of the layers on top of each other is shown in Figure 4.1
below.

Figure 4.1 Pyramid view of the framework
The flow of data occurs from bottom to top. The tasks of the AI layer which is placed
at the bottom of the framework are object detection and classification, classification of
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the object type, and finding of the coordinates of all detected objects in an image. There
are two versions of the same RetinaNet model (the prediction model used to detect and
classify objects in an image with confidence scores, in other words, accuracy). Both
use the ResNet-50 model as the backbone. One uses pre-trained weights on the COCO
dataset (hereafter will be referred to as the pre-trained model), the other uses the
weights obtained from the training process with the custom image dataset (hereafter
will be referred to as the custom-trained model).
The merging process of the pre-trained model results and custom-trained model results
is done at the merge layer. The ontology layer presents the sports ontology which is
constructed with the aid of an ontology editor. The top layer (mapping layer) examines
image objects and the ontology results for the sole purpose of obtaining the correct
annotations of an image. Also, a RESTful service is prepared to handle input/output
parameters to and from the models (see Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2 I/O perspective of the models

4.1. Detecting Objects in Pictures
The RetinaNet is a highly advanced detector proposed by Facebook AI Research
(FAIR). To achieve an advanced model such as this one, a combination of state-of57

the-art technologies is a necessity. As mentioned in the literature review, CNNs have
proven themselves when it comes to object detection in images. They are used for
feature extraction from images with the aid of an array known as the feature map.
Convolution at each stride is stored in this array. The process steps to obtain the feature
map is as follows [128], [129]:
1. Striding a filter array (kernel, a small one) over a target array. E.g.,
target_array = ([0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1]) #length 10
filter_array = ([-1, 1, 0]) #length 3
2. Element-wise multiplication between the filter array and a subset of equal size
of the target array.
The convolution, in other words, the summed up result of the element-wise
multiplication (e.g., the element-wise multiplication between the first subset of
the target array [0, 1, 0] within the indices 0 through 2 and the kernel [-1, 1,
0]).
3. Step 2 is repeated by striding the kernel one unit each time until a subset equal
to the length of the kernel is not possible.
4. The result of convolution at each stride is stored in the feature map.
Also, CNN's are used for the classification as a benefit of the fully connected layers
within them. The convolution layers before them detect features, such as hand, nose,
car, bag, etc. without knowing what they are, they learn only the features of objects by
seeing massive training data. To learn how to use these features, the fully connected
layers are used. They act as a classifier on top of these features produced by
convolutions and assign a probability for an object in an image.
Convolution layers are required to build on top of each other to learn complex features.
By processing many examples, these layers learn to detect features. Therefore,
researchers try to achieve deeper networks to overcome complex tasks. However, the
computation also becomes complex when layers are added on top of the layers to create
a network with many layers [54], [55].
To reduce computational complexity (an undesired side effect of DCNNs), a residual
neural network approach is adopted in this study as the backbone of the RetinaNet.
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Instead of plain layers, the main base element of ResNet is the residual block which
allows the flow of information from initial layers to the final layers (see Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3 Base architecture of 34-layer ResNet [130]

The pre-trained model has already adjusted weights. On the other hand, there is a need
for the custom-trained model to see how well the neural network is behaving and find
the errors via forward propagation through the activation function:
𝑜𝑜 𝑘𝑘 : = 𝑓𝑓(𝑀𝑀𝑘𝑘 + 𝑊𝑊𝑘𝑘−2,𝑘𝑘 . 𝑜𝑜 𝑘𝑘−2 )

(9)

Where, 𝑜𝑜 𝑘𝑘 are the outputs of neurons in layer k, f is the activation function for layer k,
𝑊𝑊𝑘𝑘−1,𝑘𝑘 is the weight matrix for neurons between layer k – 1 and k, and
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𝑀𝑀𝑘𝑘 = 𝑊𝑊𝑘𝑘−1,𝑘𝑘 . 𝑜𝑜 𝑘𝑘−1 + 𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘

(10)

After finding the errors, backpropagation learning is essential for the normal path and
for the skip paths to update new values of weights by using an extension to stochastic
gradient descent algorithm known as the Adam optimization algorithm. This forward
and backward propagation loop will continue until some minima for error value is
reached. The residual block notation can be expressed as follows:
𝐴𝐴x𝐴𝐴,
[𝐵𝐵x𝐵𝐵,

]

𝐶𝐶1
xN
𝐶𝐶2

(11)

Where 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 and 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 specify the size of the kernel used in that layer. In their study of
deep residual learning for image recognition, He et al. [56] call them filters. 𝐶𝐶1 and 𝐶𝐶2

refer to the number of channels in that convolutional layer, and N is the number of
times this block is repeated for that residual layer.

The ResNet-50 model used as a backbone in this study has adopted the base
architecture presented in Figure 4.3, but it distinguishes from the other ResNet models,
such as 34-layer ResNet, within the layers below (see Table 4.1).
Table 4.1 The 50-layer architecture of ResNet
Layer

Residual Block
1x1, 64
�3x3, 64 � x 3
1x1, 256

Conv2_x

1x1, 128
�3x3, 128� x 4
1x1, 512

Conv3_x

1x1, 256
�3x3, 256 � x 6
1x1, 1024

Conv4_x

1x1, 512
�3x3, 512 � x 3
1x1, 2048

Conv5_x
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As mentioned before, an increment in the number of stacked layers causes enrichment
when it comes to the levels of features. Also, the degradation problem occurs while
achieving deeper artificial neural networks. The main reason behind this is that
accuracy gets saturated and degrades very quickly. The residual learning approach
overcomes this problem by letting every few stacked layers fit a residual mapping
instead of a desired underlying mapping. Usage of shortcut connections to skip one or
more layers, and to perform identity mapping is the main difference between the
residual blocks and plain blocks. As a result, the identity mapping outputs are added
to the outputs of the stacked layers (see Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4 A building block of residual learning [56]

The formulation in Figure 4.4 is used by feedforward neural networks with shortcut
connections. In the 34-layer ResNet architecture, each ResNet block is two layers
deep, but in the ResNet-50 architecture, each ResNet block is three layers deep as
shown in Table 4.1. In this way, the 50-layer ResNet has 3.8 billion floating-point
operations (FLOPs).
To quote He et al. [56]: “If the optimal function is closer to an identity mapping than
to a zero mapping, it should be easier for the solver to find the perturbations with
reference to an identity mapping, than to learn the function as a new one”. In [56] it is
mentioned that driving the weights of the multiple non-linear layers towards zero to
approach the identity mappings is easier when compared to finding the identity
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mappings from the stack of non-linear layers. This can easily be satisfied by pushing
the residuals to zero in this study. When using a stack of non-linear CNN layers as a
function, the residual function is equalized to zero, rather than a variable in order to
come up with a solution.
To make the residual function and identity as the same dimension, 1x1 convolutions
are applied on “x” more than any other type of convolutions. The ResNet-50 is
basically combined with the stack of these residual blocks shown in Table 4.1 to make
5x layers, and the basic block is shown in Figure 4.5 below.

Figure 4.5 The basic block in ResNet-50 [56]

In addition to these, skip connection is applied before the activation “ReLU” by
implementing convolution and batch norm layers before. So, in this study, most of the
ResNet layers implemented with keras include the convolution operation followed by
a batch normalization operation, and then ReLU as the activation function.
Object detectors are classified according to the positions in an image where they are
applied. In one type of object detectors, the classifier is applied to a sparse set of
candidate object locations. In the other type, they are applied over a regular, dense
sampling of possible object locations. The second type of object detectors can be
faster, but the accuracy of the first type of object detectors have been used in many
studies. In [61], the reasons behind this are investigated and the root cause is stated as
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the extreme foreground-background class imbalance during the training of dense
detectors. The authors propose a new type of loss called focal loss by adding a factor
to the standard cross-entropy to reshape the standard cross-entropy loss such that it
down-weighs the loss assigned to well-classified instances. By preventing the vast
number of easy negatives which cause the detector to be overwhelmed during the
training process, the first type of object detectors can be able to surpass the accuracy
of the second type of object detectors. This study benefits from this approach with the
RetinaNet.
RetinaNet is a unified network composed of multiple networks. The Feature Pyramid
Network (FPN) from [131] is used for computing a convolutional feature map over an
entire input image. The framework architecture in this study uses the FPN on top of a
ResNet-50 architecture (a) for the following reasons (see Figure 4.6):
-

Generating a multi-scale convolutional feature pyramid (b).

-

To attach two subnetworks: one for classifying anchor boxes (c),

-

And one for regression from anchor boxes to ground-truth object boxes (d).

The anchor boxes are used as a set of predefined bounding boxes for a resized input
image with three aspect ratios 1:1, 1:2 and 2:1. The aspect ratio 1:2 means that height
is 2 times width, and vice versa for the aspect ratio 2:1.

Figure 4.6 The RetinaNet architecture [61]

The RetinaNet predicts the probabilities and refinements that correspond to the anchor
boxes (see Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7 A prediction result by the framework’s RetinaNet

The subnet for classification makes predictions of object presence probability at each
spatial position for each of the anchors and object classes. All pyramid levels share the
parameters of this subnet. It takes the input feature map from a given pyramid level
and applies four 3x3 convolution layers with filters each followed by ReLU
activations. Also per spatial location, sigmoid activations are attached to the output of
the binary predictions at the end. The subnet design for box regression to regress the
offset from each anchor box to a nearby ground-truth object is identical to the
classification subnet except the termination condition. Both have similar structures but
different parameters.
Finally, the combined architecture of the model in the framework for object detection
and classification in pictures with AI has 206 layers including the optimization
operations mentioned in the background information chapter on some layers and has
36463422 trainable parameters, 106240 non-trainable parameters, with a total of
36569662 parameters (more than 36.5 million parameters). The details of the model
layers, such as layer type, parameters, etc. can be seen in Appendix B.
The training process benefits from the focal loss to address the situations of an extreme
imbalance between the foreground and background classes by adding the factor (1 −

pt)γ to the standard cross-entropy criterion [61]:
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Where pt is equal to p or 1 − p according to the value of 𝑦𝑦 which is equal to 1 or not,

respectively. Then the cross-entropy (CE) loss for binary classification can be
rewritten as:

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑝𝑝, 𝑦𝑦) = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡) = − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡)

(12)

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡) = −(1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡)𝛾𝛾 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡)

(13)

And the focal loss equation with tunable focusing parameter γ ≥ 0 is:

The focal loss from [61] is applied as the loss on the output of the classification subnet,
and it is applied to all anchors in each training image.
As mentioned before, the bounding boxes approach is utilized together with many
different techniques and methods, such as anchor boxes in this study. They are useful
to surround objects in images but also suffer from a certain drawback. If the object is
not a square shape or a form of rectangular shape, the corners of the box include
various samples of other parts of the image. Therefore, the proposed framework in this

study computes an additional region by proportionally shrinking the boxes to focus on
the central region of each object. This plays a significant role in detecting the color of
an object. To work on this region, an image color space function is coded within the
framework. This function receives hue, saturation, and value as parameters and returns
object color by determining threshold values within conditional statements. Together
with these, a mean region matrix for RGB is coded to obtain the RGB provision of
object color.
4.2. Generic and Specific Labels of Objects
For object detection, the literature offers extensive techniques to locate object
instances from predefined categories. Deep learning techniques such as CNNs have
led to breakthroughs in the field of object detection in recent years [132]. Nevertheless,
it is still one of the fundamental and challenging problems of computer vision when
considering computational requirements, interoperability issues, and adequacy of
predefined categories. Large datasets (>100K labeled images) focusing on common
objects especially suffer from the last one. The pre-trained model produces such results
because of generic labels which eventually become classification classes. Figure 4.7
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above represents an instance of generic labels, the “person” label. For this example,
the specification can be achieved by labeling “baseball pitcher” to the object. Specific
labels can produce more meaningful results than generic labels considering the
semantics between image objects. Yet, it comes with its challenges; there will be an
exponential growth in terms of manual annotation costs due to the increment of the
class number. From the perspective of automatic annotation, excessive data
requirement to train, test, and validate may not be possible for each specific class
[133], [134].
The framework proposes a novel approach to depict images by generating
specifications with the aid of an ontology. The results are promising within a controlled
environment. This thesis continues to explain the framework utilizing the sports
ontology in the following subsection. But before that, the tools, techniques, and
technologies to conduct the experiments are summarized in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3
below.
Table 4.2 The tools, techniques, and technologies used
Tool / Technique /
Technology
Python 3.6
Ubuntu 18.04.2 LTS
TensorFlow 1.6.0
Keras 2.1.5
Gunicorn 19.9.0
NumPy 1.15.1
Matplotlib 2.0.2
SciPy 1.1.0
OpenCV 4.1.1.26
Pillow 6.2.1
ImageAI 2.0.2
Flask 1.0.2

Why it is needed
Implementing a backend application using
deep learning algorithms and more.
To ensure a proper development environment.
Training and inference of the RetinaNet.
Used as an interface for the TensorFlow.
Provides a web server gateway interface
HTTP server.
Mainly for multi-dimensional arrays and
matrices. Also, for some high-level
mathematical functions.
To plot loss/accuracy.
Provides special functions used for image
processing.
Provides programming functions used for
computer vision.
To open, manipulate, and save various image
file formats.
To perform object detection on images.
Provides a lightweight web application
framework.
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Table 4.2 (cont’d)
cURL 7.65.3
Pandas 0.24.2
Imageio 2.4.1
Numba
Comma Separated Values
(CSV)
JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON)
Protégé 5.5.0

To transfer image data, and to receive the
model prediction results via network
protocols.
To structure data.
Provides an interface to read/write image
data.
To translate a subset of Python and NumPy
into fast machine code.
To csv file reading and writing operations.
To interchange data.
To build the sports ontology.

HermiT 1.4.3.456
SPARQL

To determine whether the ontology is
consistent, identify subsumption relationships
between classes.
To obtain answers from ontologies.

Visual Object Tagging Tool
(VoTT)
Jaccard Similarity

To mark and label objects in an image.
Sentence-to-sentence similarity analysis.

Cosine Similarity

For validation of the analysis results.

ResNet-50

As a backbone for the RetinaNet.

RetinaNet

To predict objects in an image.

resnet50_coco_best_v2.0.1.h5 Provides training weights of the ResNet-50
on COCO 2014 dataset.
COCO API
For metric measurement based on precision.
LSTM
Pickle
Jupyter Notebook
GeForce GTX 1070 GPU

To construct an artificial model.
To convert a Python object into a byte stream
and vice versa for pickling and unpickling
operations.
To code and execute algorithms.

FPN

To train artificial intelligence models and
make predictions with them.
As a backbone for the RetinaNet.

FuzzyWuzzy 0.18.0

Sentence-to-sentence similarity analysis with
additional methods.
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Table 4.3 The tools, technologies, and techniques developed
Tool / Technique /
Technology
RESTful Web Service
Object Detection with
Imageai
Object Separation
Locator

Why it is needed
To send images to the models (request) and
receive output results from the models
(response).
To find the objects in an image.
To determine which objects are generic or
not.

Converter

To find object coordinates in an image.
To generate BGR, RGB, and HSV images
from the input image.

Color Module

To define color space and to find object color.

Training Module for the
Custom Image Dataset

To train the model (RetinaNet) using sports
images.

Prediction

To predict objects in an image using the pretrained model, and the custom-trained model.
Contains sports images with 2120 tagged
objects.
To merge the pre-trained model predictions
and the custom-trained model predictions of
the RetinaNet.
To provide a knowledge base for the three
sports sub-domains.
To examine image objects and ontology
results.
To describe an image with natural language
representations.

Custom Image Dataset
Merging
The sports ontology
Mapping
Annotations
Context-Dependent Semantic
Parsing
Custom Sentence Dataset
Pre-processing
LSTM Model
Training Module for the
Custom Text Dataset

To retrieve results from the sports ontology
domain.
Contains 2102 various length, three subdomain related sentences.
To remove special characters from the
sentences.
To predict sentences according to a keyword.
To train the LSTM model using sports news.
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4.3. Ontology Development
To obtain textual information from images correctly by considering different objects
and their joint probability, Web Ontology Language (OWL) is used for ontology
development to reach additional classes and their relations from the obtained classes
extracted from an image. For this purpose, the sports ontology is created consisting of
three target sports classes for this infrastructure. Implementing the sports ontology
requires an ontology editor and a reasoner to stabilize the designed ontology and make
semantic queries. Protégé a free, open-source ontology editor is used to build the sports
ontology, and the HermiT reasoner is used to determine the consistency of the
ontology, identify subsumption relationships between classes, and much more.
As mentioned in the background information chapter, ontologies contain rich
relationships amongst terms when compared to terminologies. This is essential to
represent knowledge in a domain. The Protégé knowledge model allows to represent
ontologies using classes, slots, and facets. The developed sports ontology consists of
frames and axioms (268 axioms, 61 classes, 13 object properties, and 40 individuals).
These are the core ontological components where classes define an aggregation of
things, individuals are instances of classes, and properties link classes/individuals. The
usage of Protégé is necessary for the framework to construct, edit, and query the sports
ontology. The ontology editor provides a tiered architecture. Its knowledge model is
an object-oriented model. Ontologies are stored in database storage and accessed via
API (see Figure 4.8) [75].

Figure 4.8 The Protégé architecture [75]
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When defining concepts, sameness and uniqueness explicitly are defined using
“Equivalent to” and “Disjoint with”. Firstly, seven classes have been added to the
ontology which are derived from the Thing built-in class, namely, Clothes, Color,
Player_Type, Playground, Sports, Sports_Ball, and Supplies subclasses from which 61
classes are defined. The classification results distributed within 5-layers depth are
obtained using the HermiT reasoner (see Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9 The sports ontology classification results
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The class graph is shown in Figure 4.10 below.

Figure 4.10 The sports ontology class graph
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Secondly, thirteen object properties have been added to the ontology, namely, catches,
has, hits, is, is_carried_in, plays, plays_in, separates, sits_inside, sliding_on, throws,
uses, wears. The usage of the uses object property is shown in Figure 4.11 below.

Figure 4.11 The usage of an object property

In the third step, class individuals are declared. A class individual is an instance of a
class and object properties are used to bind class individuals, or in other words objects.
Object properties help to draw inferences among the different concepts by defining the
relationship between the concepts. Also, annotation properties such as comment are
used to annotate the concepts of the sports ontology. To sum up, triples are produced
which formally represent the “Subject Verb Object” structure.
With the aid of SPARQL queries, individuals’ object property assertion annotations
can be reached. Rdfs:comments are obtained from the semantic SPARQL queries and
exported under csv files and stored in the memory. The semantic queries used to obtain
results from the sports ontology are classified under three types. These classes are
shown in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4 The three types of semantic queries
Type
Queries based on the
relationship between object
and color.
Queries based on the
relationship between the
objects.
Queries based on the
relationship between object
and place.

Relation
One-to-many
Many-to-many

Many-to-one

Case Sample
Sports ball and white
Sports ball and green
Sports ball and yellow or green
Person and sports equipment
Tennis racket and tennis court
Green ball and tennis court
White ball and baseball field
Baseball bat and baseball field
Baseball glove and baseball field

4.4. The Merging and Mapping Layers
In the merging module, pre-trained model predictions and custom-trained model
predictions of the RetinaNet are merged using objects’ box point coordinates and
probability values. To accomplish this task, two additional filters are created and are
used to compare the detected objects of the models with the generic object lists. After
the difference between the object detection results and the generic object lists is
returned, the arguments that should change are extracted and the data in the latest file
is retrieved. The filtered results from both models provide a collection type result that
is needed to compare each item by matching object coordinates and probability values.
The framework parses the required bounding boxes data generated in the previous
layer to this layer for the mathematical operations to obtain a final theme. The final
theme needs to be added to the merging results as a complementary step in the merging
process. The input/output perspective of the models is shown in Figure 4.12.
The mapping module is written in Python to examine the image objects and ontology
results. A keyword combination file is constructed for this step. The mapping module
searches the detected image object combinations in the keyword combination file and
returns the related csv files which are inputs for this module. In other words, the
mapping module returns annotations (ontology object property assertion annotations).
The input/output perspective of the mapper is shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.12 I/O perspective of the models for merging

Figure 4.13 I/O perspective of the mapper
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The process begins by reading the data from the keyword combination file. Afterward,
the obtained detected object data from the pre-trained model and merging process is
sent to the mapper separately. The mapper makes use of a function to compare the
mapping keyword and unmapped detected objects and produces a chosen key. During
the process, this module activates the implemented helper functions to extract the
detected objects from the result files, to split the detected objects with a special
operator, and to generate keyword combinations. One of the challenges here is one
cannot know the order of the detected objects before the prediction process. Therefore,
an ordering function is implemented to find permutations of the detected object set and
match them with the corresponding combination results. This way, the keyword
combination file is not required to store every ordered alternative. The combination
and permutation formulas converted into algorithms in our framework are as follows:
𝐶𝐶(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) =

𝑥𝑥!
𝑥𝑥!
𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) =
(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑦𝑦)! . 𝑦𝑦!
(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑦𝑦)!

(14)

where x is the number of the detected objects set elements, and y is the parametric

number to determine variations (initial value of y is equal to x but after each recursion,
its numerical value decreases by 1).
Assume that after the prediction process, the detected objects set from merging are
{tennisracket, tennisplayer, women’ssuit}. The mapping module starts to generate
alternative permutations for x = 3 and y = 3 which are; {tennisracket, women’ssuit,
tennisplayer}, {tennisplayer, tennisracket, women’ssuit}, {tennisplayer, women’ssuit,
tennisracket}, {women’ssuit, tennisracket, tennisplayer}, and {women’ssuit,
tennisplayer, tennisracket}. In the following step, the mapper matches them with the
corresponding combination result which is {tennisplayer, tennisracket, women’ssuit}.
Finally, the last step of the mapper returns the annotations from the ontology results.
How this structure works is explained in the example below. For the image shown in
Figure 4.14:
-

Step 1: In order to detect the objects in the image, the web service request,
including the image itself, is sent with cURL to the server where the artificial
intelligence models are running.
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Figure 4.14 Sample image

-

Step 2: Both of the models’ (pre-trained and custom-trained) initialization is
triggered upon the request.

-

Step 3: The models convert the image, obtain with RESTful service, into
formats that they can work on.

-

Step 4: The models inner workings are detailed while describing the structure
of the RetinaNet proceeds in a parallel way. The prediction results obtained
from both models are stored in csv format on the server. These prediction
results contain detected objects’ labels, their probability, coordinates in the
image, and some other necessary information, such as color of an object.

-

Step 5: The pre-trained model detection results and the custom-trained model
detection results are merged based on the probability values and box point
coordinates of the detected objects.
From the pre-trained model’s result: {index:0, object:tennis racket,
probability:97.863, boxpoints[324, 5, 468, 428]}, {index:1, object:person,
probability:99.752, boxpoint:[31, 20, 387, 641]}.
From the custom-trained model’s result: {index:0, object:tennis player,
probability:92.541, boxpoint:[26, 12, 439, 639]}, {index:1, object:women’s
suit, probability:64.881, boxpoint:[50, 96, 386, 602]}.
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After

merging

process,

the

result:

{index:0,

object:tennis

player,

probability:92.541, boxpoint:[26, 12, 439, 639]}, {index:1, object:tennis
racket,

probability:97.863,

boxpoints[324,

5,

468,

428]},

{index:2,

object:women’s suit, probability:64.881, boxpoint:[50, 96, 386, 602]}.
-

Step 6: In this step, the detected objects of the pre-trained model and the
merged detected objects are read by the mapping module before merging
process results and after merging process results, respectively.

-

Step 7: The mapping module starts to generate alternative permutations from
before merging process results and after merging process results separately.
The before merging process permutations are: {tennisracket, person} and
{person, tennis racket}.
The after merging process permutations are: {tennisracket, women’ssuit,
tennisplayer}, {tennisplayer, tennisracket, women’ssuit}, {tennisplayer,
women’ssuit, tennisracket}, {women’ssuit, tennisracket, tennisplayer}, and
{women’ssuit, tennisplayer, tennisracket}.

-

Step 8: The mapper matches them with the corresponding combination result.
The combination results are corresponding csv files that hold semantic query
results obtained from the sports ontology.
From the before merging process permutations: The mapper matched them
with the person&&tennisracket, and returns the contents of the corresponding
csv(s), which is “Tennis player uses tennis racket”.
From the after merging process permutations: The mapper matched them with
the tennisplayer&&tennisracket&&women’ssuit, and returns the contents of
the corresponding csv(s), which is “Tennis player uses tennis racket.”, “Tennis
player wears women’s suit.”, and “Tennis player is a woman”.
As can be seen in the example, the last output has more descriptive annotation
results when compared to the first output.

4.5. The LSTM Model
The long short-term memory recurrent network model is implemented as an
independent module to observe that obtaining cognitively meaningful sentences from
detected objects in an image is possible with the custom sentence dataset. This module
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is designed as a stand-alone module and it stays outside the framework scope proposed
in this study.
Before the model is trained, the sentences of various lengths collected from various
sports news on the internet are subjected to the pre-processing step to remove
unnecessary symbols.
The model (see Figure 4.14) consists of;
-

A layer for word embeddings,

-

Two consecutive LSTM (each 50 neurons),

-

Two dense layers.

and a total of 582676 parameters. The process starting from the custom data set and
ending with the generated string is shown in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15 The LSTM model

Figure 4.16 The prediction process of the LSTM model
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CHAPTER 5
EVALUATION OF THE SYSTEM WITH SAMPLES
5.1. Datasets and Ontology
The pre-trained model already uses the structure trained using the COCO dataset
(>100K images) [65]. For the custom-trained model, a new dataset is constructed that
includes 1200 sports pictures obtained from the internet by the search terms presented
in Table 3.5 [94]. The training dataset is constructed from 80% of the custom dataset
(training dataset = 960 images). The validation dataset is constructed from 20% of the
custom dataset (validation dataset = 240 images). In the experiments, the sports
ontology developed for this study [135] is also used together with these datasets.
2120 objects were drawn and tagged for 1200 images using VoTT software [96] (see
Figure 5.1). The classification set is {tennis ball:0, women’s suit:1, court:2, net:3,
tennis player:4, baseball field:5, baseball batter:6, baseball:7, baseball pitcher:8,
baseball catcher:9}. All the web collected image names were converted into a suitable
form which does not include the characters causing interpretation errors.

Figure 5.1 An instance of object drawing and tagging
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5.2. Image and Object Prediction Match Evaluation
First, the accuracy of the models was investigated to predict objects and their labels.
To see the distribution among the class instances within the custom image dataset, a
new module was implemented in the framework that can be used to evaluate any
custom model performance generically. The total number of class instances used for
both training and testing together with average precision score and their percentage
equivalents are shown in Table 5.1 below.
Table 5.1 Statistics and precision evaluation of the class instances
Total
instance
number

Train
instance
number

Test
instance
number

Average
precision
(AP)

Average
precision
percentage

tennis ball

204

163

41

0.7482

74.82%

women's suit

126

101

25

0.6332

63.32%

court

73

58

15

0.7077

70.77%

net

124

99

25

0.6901

69.01%

tennis player

238

190

48

0.7830

78.30%

baseball field

252

202

50

0.7353

73.53%

baseball
batter

208

166

42

0.8918

89.18%

baseball

346

277

69

0.8380

83.80%

279

223

56

0.9213

92.13%

270

216

54

0.8719

87.19%

Class
headings

baseball
pitcher
baseball
catcher

The mean of average precision (mAP) using the weighted average of precisions among
classes is 0.7668 (76.68%). Since the proposed method is trained on the custom image
dataset which has a small number of images, high values of APs have been obtained.
Further investigation reveals that the validation loss is lower than the training loss (see
Figure 5.2). There are three main reasons for this result. First, dropout was applied, a
regularization technique to generalize better to the data outside the testing set.
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Secondly, the training loss was measured during each epoch, while the validation loss
was measured after each epoch. In other words, the place of the training loss should
be shifted 1/2 an epoch to the left. And the third reason is the test set is easier than the
training set because of the test set size.

Figure 5.2 The plot of model loss on training and validation datasets

The pre-trained model results using the cocoapi achieve mAP: 0.364 (36.4%)
considering bounding box AP [136]. Then the results were compared according to
[137]. The RetinaNet model in this study using ResNet-50 and FPN outperforms the
third-best result by 3.2% with extra training data (see Table 5.2).
Table 5.2 AP comparison with other methods
Method
YOLOv2 [138]

Backbone
DarkNet-19 [138]

Average precision
percentage
21.6%

SSD513 [60], [139]

ResNet-101-SSD

31.2%

YOLOv3 [137]

DarkNet-53

33.0%

DSSD513 [139]

ResNet-101-DSSD

33.2%

RetinaNet [61]

ResNet-101-FPN

39.1%

RetinaNet [61]

ResNeXt-101-FPN

40.8%
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The ten sample images and their detection results are given below using the decision
table technique presented in Table 3.9. There are two versions of the prediction model.
One uses pre-trained weights on the COCO dataset (the pre-trained model), the other
uses the weights obtained from the training process with the custom image dataset (the
custom-trained model).

Figure 5.3 Sample image number 1
Table 5.3 The decision table for sample number 1

pretrained

Tennis player
Tennis racket
Tennis ball

Detected objects and probabilities

customtrained

Expected
objects

Match

Action

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Fcounter+1
Tcounter+1
Fcounter+1
Tcounter+1
Fcounter+1
Tcounter+1
Fcounter+1

Sports ball 99.937%
Tennis racket 88.342%
Person 86.087%
Tennis player 92.949%
Baseball pitcher 89.63%
Tennis ball 80.041%
Baseball batter 60.014%

Figure 5.4 Sample image number 2
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Table 5.4 The decision table for sample number 2
Match

Action

Yes

Tcounter+1

pretrained

Baseball field
Home plate

Detected objects and probabilities

customtrained

Expected
objects

Baseball field 96.998%

Figure 5.5 Sample image number 3

Tennis player
Tennis racket
Women’s suit

Match

Action

pretrained

Expected
objects

Tennis racket 97.863%
Person 99.752%

Yes
No

Tcounter+1
Fcounter+1

customtrained

Table 5.5 The decision table for sample number 3
Detected objects and probabilities

Tennis player 92.541%
Women’s suit 64.881%

Yes
Yes

Tcounter+1
Tcounter+1
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Figure 5.6 Sample image number 4
Table 5.6 The decision table for sample number 4

customtrained

Tennis player (4)
Tennis racket (2)
Tennis ball
Tennis court
Net

pre-trained

Expected objects

Detected objects and
probabilities
Tennis racket 86.28%
Person 90.159%
Person 86.996%
Tennis racket 96.417%
Person 99.84%
Person 98.727%

Match
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No

Action
Tcounter+1
Fcounter+1
Fcounter+1
Tcounter+1
Fcounter+1
Fcounter+1

Yes
Yes
Yes

Tcounter+1
Tcounter+1
Tcounter+1

Tennis player 90.495%
Tennis player 74.399%
Tennis court 71.943%

Figure 5.7 Sample image number 5
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Table 5.7 The decision table for sample number 5
Detected objects and
probabilities
Sports ball 99.337%
Person 89.293%
Person 95.211%
Baseball bat 99.82%
Person 99.866%

pre-trained

Expected
objects

customtrained

Baseball batter
Baseball bat
Baseball
Baseball helmet
Baseball field

Match
No
No
No
Yes
No

Action
Fcounter+1
Fcounter+1
Fcounter+1
Tcounter+1
Fcounter+1

Yes
Yes
No

Tcounter+1
Tcounter+1
Fcounter+1

Baseball batter 93.0%
Baseball 91.607%
Tennis player 75.515%

Figure 5.8 Sample image number 6
Table 5.8 The decision table for sample number 6

Match

Action

pretrained

Baseball catcher
Baseball glove
Baseball
Catcher’s helmet
Chest protector
Leg guards

Detected objects and
probabilities
Person 93.381%

No

Fcounter+1

customtrained

Expected objects

Baseball catcher 65.882%

Yes

Tcounter+1
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Figure 5.9 Sample image number 7
Table 5.9 The decision table for sample number 7

Match

Action

pretrained

Baseball pitcher
Baseball glove
Baseball
Baseball hat

Detected objects and
probabilities
Sports ball 99.99%
Baseball glove 98.109%
Person 99.381%

No
Yes
No

Fcounter+1
Tcounter+1
Fcounter+1

customtrained

Expected
objects

Baseball pitcher 99.673%
Baseball 97.127%

Yes
Yes

Tcounter+1
Tcounter+1

Figure 5.10 Sample image number 8
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Table 5.10 The decision table for sample number 8
Action

pretrained

Skier
Skis
Ski poles
Ski boots
Ski gloves
Ski helmet
Ski goggles

Match

Skis 92.521%
Person 99.748%

Yes
No

Tcounter+1
Fcounter+1

customtrained

Expected
objects

Detected objects and probabilities

Baseball catcher 89.023%

No

Fcounter+1

Figure 5.11 Sample image number 9
Table 5.11 The decision table for sample number 9

Action

pretrained

Baseball batter
Baseball catcher
Baseball bat
Baseball glove
Catcher’s helmet
Chest protector
Baseball field

Match

Baseball bat 75.388%
Person 96.302%
Person 91.272%

Yes
No
No

Tcounter+1
Fcounter+1
Fcounter+1

customtrained

Expected objects

Detected objects and
probabilities

Baseball batter 79.782%
Baseball batter 75.715%
Baseball catcher 74.153%

Yes
No
Yes

Tcounter+1
Fcounter+1
Tcounter+1
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Figure 5.12 Sample image number 10
Table 5.12 The decision table for sample number 10

pretrained

Tennis ball
Tennis court
Net

Detected objects and probabilities

customtrained

Expected
objects

Match

Action

Sports ball 99.981%

No

Fcounter+1

Tennis ball 95.82%
Tennis court 66.249%
Tennis player 61.538%

Yes
Yes
No

Tcounter+1
Tcounter+1
Fcounter+1

The object detection results from the samples show that neither model contains all
object labels determined from the human perspective. Therefore, neither of the models
could detect all expected objects for some samples. In addition, the increase in the
false counter (Fcounter) used for the incorrectly detected objects, except for a few
exceptions, is the fact that all the objects accepted as false have been detected
generically and these are added to the false counter. In terms of specific object
detection, the custom-trained model is more successful than the pre-trained model
because of the classes used in the training process. The pre-trained model used the
classes that belong to the COCO dataset. Also, the correct detected objects counted by
the true counter (Tcounter) is checked and it has been observed that even objects that
are difficult to detect with the human eye are detected with high accuracy by the
artificial intelligence models used in this study. The generic detected objects are
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separated from the false counter to see how many generic objects were detected in
each sample, and the results are summarized in Table 5.13. Here, the upper split cells
in each row are for the pre-trained model’s detection results, and the lower split cells
in each row are for the custom-trained model’s detection results. The success
percentage (SP) is calculated according to the following formula:
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =

∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=0 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖
× 100
∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖

(15)

Table 5.13 Object detection results and success percentage of the models

Sample
no

Expected
object
number

1

3

2

2

3

3

4

9

5

5

6

6

7

4

8

7

9

7

10

3

True
detected
object
number
1

False
detected
object
number
0

Generic
detected
object
number
2

Undetected
object
number
0

SP
33.33%

2

2

0

1

66.67%

0

0

0

2

0.0%

1

0

0

1

50.0%

1

0

1

1

33.33%

2

0

0

1

66.67%

2

0

4

3

22.22%

3

0

0

6

33.33%

1

2

2

2

20.0%

2

1

0

3

40.0%

0

0

1

5

0.0%

1

0

0

5

16.67%

1

0

2

1

25.0%

2

0

0

2

50.0%

1

0

1

5

14.29%

0

1

0

6

0.0%

1

0

2

4

14.29%

2

1

0

5

28.57%

0

0

1

2

0.0%

2

1

0

1

66.67%
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5.3. Image and Sentence Match Evaluation
Now, image-sentence pairs are investigated for the sample images and their annotation
results obtained from the pre-trained model’s detected objects and the merged detected
objects separately via the mapping module to demonstrate results for each sample.
Correct sentence counter (TScounter) is incremented by 1 for each true sentence in the
annotation results, and incorrect sentence counter (FScounter) is incremented by 1 for
each false sentence in the annotation results. Jaccard coefficient is used to measure the
similarity between sentences and to construct a similarity matrix for both of the
annotation results. The lowest values from both matrices are checked using the Cosine
similarity and the fuzzywuzzy (FW) ratios to observe whether there are irrelevant
sentences in the results. Also, the fuzzywuzzy library is used to observe which
sentence in the annotation results reflects the expected object with a score.
The ten sample images and their annotation results are given below using the decision
table technique presented in Table 3.9. The upper split in the following tables
represents the annotation results using the pre-trained model’s detected objects
obtained before the merging process (MP), lower split represents the annotation results
using merged detected objects obtained after the merging process. The results are
summarized in Table 5.40 and Table 5.41 at the end.
Table 5.14 Sample #1 decision table for the annotation results

After MP

Before MP

Image

Annotation
S1: Tennis player hits tennis
ball.
S2: Tennis player plays
tennis.
S3: Tennis player uses tennis
racket.
S1: Tennis player hits tennis
ball.
S2: Tennis player plays
tennis.
S3: Tennis player uses tennis
racket.
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Match
Yes

Action
TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Since the annotation results are the same, there is only one similarity matrix created
for this sample.
Table 5.15 Sample #1 similarity matrix
Sentence/
Sentence
S1
S2
S3

S1
0.5714
0.5

S2
0.5714
0.5714

S3
0.5
0.5714
-

The lowest value (50.0%) belongs to the similarity between S1 and S3 or vice versa.
Table 5.16 FW ratios between S1 and S3
Type
Default
Ratio
Partial
Ratio
Token
Sort Ratio
Token Set
Ratio

Score
78
77
65
72

The expected objects “Tennis player”, “Tennis racket”, and “Tennis ball” achieve best
scores among the sentences: 90 (S1, S2, S3), 90 (S3), and 90 (S1), respectively.
The Cosine similarity between the sentence vectors of S1 and S3, [1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0]
and [1, 2, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1], is 0.750000 (75.0%), cosine of 0.722734 radians.
Table 5.17 Sample #2 decision table for the annotation results

After MP

Image

Annotation
S1: Baseball field has
baseball base.
S2: Baseball field has home
plate.
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Match
Yes

Action
TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Since the pre-trained model could not detect any objects, the annotation results for this
sample were obtained only after the merging process.
Only one annotation results file is produced by the framework for this sample,
therefore only one similarity matrix is created.

Table 5.18 Sample #2 similarity matrix
Sentence/
Sentence
S1
S2

S1
0.5

S2
0.5
-

The Jaccard similarity between S1 and S2 or vice versa is 0.5 (50.0%).
Table 5.19 FW ratios between S1 and S2
Type
Default
Ratio
Partial
Ratio
Token
Sort Ratio
Token Set
Ratio

Score
70
73
59
88

The expected objects “Baseball field” and “Home plate” achieves the best scores
among the sentences: 90 (S1, S2) and 90 (S2), respectively.
The Cosine similarity between the sentence vectors of S1 and S2, [1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0]
and [1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1], is 0.721688 (72.17%), cosine of 0.764559 radians.
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Table 5.20 Sample #3 decision table for the annotation results

After MP

Before MP

Image

Annotation
S1: Tennis player uses tennis
racket.

Match
Yes

Action
TScounter+1

S1: Tennis player uses tennis
racket.
S2: Tennis player wears
women’s suit.
S3: Tennis player is a
woman.

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

The annotation results from before the merging process contain one sentence. As a
result, only one similarity matrix is created from the after merging process for this
sample.
Table 5.21 Sample #3 similarity matrix
Sentence/
Sentence
S1
S2
S3

S1
0.3333
0.3333

S2
0.3333
0.3333

S3
0.3333
0.3333
-

Table 5.22 FW ratios among sentence pairs
Type

Score
70 (S1 & S2)
66 (S1 & S3)
72 (S2 & S3)
70 (S1 & S2)
64 (S1 & S3)
80 (S2 & S3)
56 (S1 & S2)
54 (S1 & S3)
64 (S2 & S3)
68 (S1 & S2)
70 (S1 & S3)
79 (S2 & S3)

Default Ratio
Partial Ratio
Token Sort Ratio
Token Set Ratio
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All sentences have the same similarity value among them 0.3333 (33.33%). Therefore,
the Cosine similarity validation is applied to the lowest FW default ratio 66 between
the sentences S1 and S3.
The expected objects “Tennis player”, “Tennis racket”, and “Women’s suit” achieve
best scores among the sentences: 90 (S1, S2, S3), 90 (S1), and 90 (S2), respectively.
The Cosine similarity between the sentence vectors of S1 and S3, [1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0]
and [1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1], is 0.577350 (57.73%), cosine of 0.955317 radians.
Table 5.23 Sample #4 decision table for the annotation results

After MP

Before MP

Image

Annotation
S1: Tennis player uses tennis
racket.

Match
Yes

Action
TScounter+1

S1: Tennis player plays on
tennis court.
S2: Tennis player uses tennis
racket.
S3: Net separates tennis
court.

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

The annotation results from before the merging process contain one sentence. As a
result, only one similarity matrix is created from the after merging process for this
sample.
Table 5.24 Sample #4 similarity matrix
Sentence/
Sentence
S1
S2
S3

S1
0.4444
0.3333

S2
0.4444
0.2222

S3
0.3333
0.2222
-

The lowest value (22.22%) belongs to the similarity between S2 and S3 or vice versa.
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Table 5.25 FW ratios between S3 and S2
Type
Default
Ratio
Partial
Ratio
Token
Sort Ratio
Token Set
Ratio

Score
53
65
48
55

The expected objects “Tennis player”, “Tennis racket”, “Tennis ball”, “Tennis court”,
and “Net” achieves best scores among the sentences: 90 (S1, S2), 90 (S2), 86 (S1, S2,
S3), 90 (S1, S3), and 60 (S3), respectively.
The Cosine similarity between the sentence vectors of S3 and S2, [1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1]
and [0, 1, 1, 2, 0, 1, 1, 0], is 0.474342 (47.43%), cosine of 1.076580 radians.
Table 5.26 Sample #5 decision table for the annotation results

After MP

Before MP

Image

Annotation
S1: Baseball batter hits
baseball.
S2: Baseball batter plays
baseball.
S3: Baseball batter uses
baseball bat.
S4: Baseball batter wears
baseball helmet.
S1: Baseball batter hits
baseball.
S2: Baseball batter plays
baseball.
S3: Baseball batter uses
baseball bat.
S4: Baseball batter wears
baseball helmet.

Match
Yes

Action
TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Since the annotation results are the same, there is only one similarity matrix created
for this sample.
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Table 5.27 Sample #5 similarity matrix
Sentence/
Sentence
S1
S2
S3
S4

S1
0.6667
0.5714
0.5714

S2
0.6667
0.5714
0.5714

S3
0.5714
0.5714
0.5

S4
0.5714
0.5714
0.5
-

The lowest value (50.0%) belongs to the similarity between S3 and S4 or vice versa.
Table 5.28 FW ratios between S3 and S4
Type
Default
Ratio
Partial
Ratio
Token
Sort Ratio
Token Set
Ratio

Score
83
82
74
77

The expected objects “Baseball batter”, “Baseball bat”, “Baseball”, “Baseball helmet”,
and “Baseball field” achieves best scores among the sentences: 90 (S1, S2, S3, S4), 90
(S1, S2, S3, S4), 90 (S1, S2, S3, S4), 90 (S4), and 86 (S1, S2, S3, S4), respectively.
The Cosine similarity between the sentence vectors of S3 and S4, [0, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0]
and [1, 1, 2, 0, 1, 0, 1], is 0.750000 (75.0%), cosine of 0.722734 radians.
Table 5.29 Sample #6 decision table for the annotation results

After MP

Image

Annotation
S1: Baseball catcher wears
catcher’s helmet.
S2: Baseball catcher wears
chest protector.
S3: Baseball catcher wears
leg guards.
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Match
Yes

Action
TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

The framework did not return annotation results from before the merging process.
Therefore, there is only one similarity matrix created for this sample.
Table 5.30 Sample #6 similarity matrix
Sentence/
Sentence
S1
S2
S3

S1
0.5
0.5

S2
0.5
0.5

S3
0.5
0.5
-

All sentences have the same similarity value among them 0.5 (50.0%). Therefore, the
Cosine similarity validation is applied to the lowest FW default ratio 70 between the
sentences S3 and S1 (see Table 5.31).
Table 5.31 FW ratios among sentence pairs
Type

Score
73 (S2 & S1)
70 (S3 & S1)
71 (S2 & S3)
72 (S1 & S2)
74 (S1 & S3)
76 (S2 & S3)
73 (S1 & S2)
69 (S1 & S3)
68 (S2 & S3)
83 (S1 & S2)
83 (S1 & S3)
80 (S2 & S3)

Default Ratio
Partial Ratio
Token Sort Ratio
Token Set Ratio

The expected objects “Baseball catcher”, “Baseball glove”, “Baseball”, “Catcher’s
helmet”, “Chest protector”, and “Leg guards” achieve the best scores among the
sentences: 90 (S1, S2, S3), 86 (S1, S2, S3), 90 (S1, S2, S3), 90 (S1), 90 (S2), and 90
(S3), respectively.
The Cosine similarity between the sentence vectors of S3 and S1, [1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 2, 1, 1]
and [1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0], is 0.680414 (68.04%), cosine of 0.822469 radians.
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Table 5.32 Sample #7 decision table for the annotation results

After MP

Before MP

Image

Annotation
S1: Baseball pitcher throws
baseball.
S2: Baseball pitcher plays
baseball.
S3: Baseball catcher catches
baseball.
S4: Baseball catcher plays
baseball.
S5: Baseball pitcher uses
baseball glove.
S6: Baseball catcher uses
baseball glove.
S7: Baseball pitcher wears
baseball hat.
S8: Baseball catcher wears
catcher’s helmet.
S9: Baseball catcher wears
chest protector.
S10: Baseball catcher wears
leg guards.
S1: Baseball pitcher plays
baseball.
S2: Baseball pitcher throws
baseball.
S3: Baseball pitcher uses
baseball glove.
S4: Baseball pitcher wears
baseball hat.

Match
Yes

Action
TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

No

FScounter+1

No

FScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

No

FScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

No

FScounter+1

No

FScounter+1

No

FScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

Since the correct annotation results are the same, there is only one similarity matrix
created for this sample.
Table 5.33 Sample #7 similarity matrix (after merging process)
Sentence/
Sentence
S1
S2
S3
S4

S1
0.6667
0.5714
0.5714

S2
0.6667
0.5714
0.5714
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S3
0.5714
0.5714
0.5

S4
0.5714
0.5714
0.5
-

The lowest value (50.0%) belongs to the similarity between S3 and S4 or vice versa.
Table 5.34 FW ratios between S3 and S4
Type
Default
Ratio
Partial
Ratio
Token
Sort Ratio
Token Set
Ratio

Score
82
81
79
76

The expected objects “Baseball pitcher”, “Baseball glove”, “Baseball”, and “Baseball
hat” achieves best scores among the sentences: 90 (S1, S2, S3, S4), 90 (S3), 90 (S1,
S2, S3, S4), and 90 (S4), respectively.
The Cosine similarity between the sentence vectors of S3 and S4, [1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 1, 1]
and [0, 1, 2, 0, 1, 1, 1], is 0.750000 (75.0%), cosine of 0.722734 radians.
Table 5.35 Sample #8 decision table for the annotation results

After MP

Before MP

Image

Annotation
S1: Skier uses skis.
S2: Skier is skiing.
S3: Skier wears ski boots.
S4: Skier wears ski gloves.
S5: Skier wears ski goggles.
S6: Skier wears ski helmet.
S1: Baseball catcher wears
catcher’s helmet.
S2: Baseball catcher wears
chest protector.
S3: Baseball catcher wears
leg guards.

Match
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Action
TScounter+1
TScounter+1
TScounter+1
TScounter+1
TScounter+1
TScounter+1
FScounter+1

No

FScounter+1

No

FScounter+1

There is only one similarity matrix created in this sample for the true annotation results
obtained before the merging process.
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Table 5.36 Sample #8 similarity matrix
Sentence/
Sentence
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

S1
0.3333
0.2857
0.2857
0.2857
0.2857

S2
0.3333
0.2857
0.2857
0.2857
0.2857

S3
0.2857
0.2857
0.6667
0.6667
0.6667

S4
0.2857
0.2857
0.6667
0.6667
0.6667

S5
0.2857
0.2857
0.6667
0.6667
0.6667

S6
0.2857
0.2857
0.6667
0.6667
0.6667
-

Most of the sentence pairs have lowest value (28.57%). Therefore, the Cosine
similarity validation is applied to the lowest FW default ratio 62 between the sentences
S2 and S6 (see Table 5.37).
Table 5.37 FW ratios among sentence pairs
Type

Score
74 (S1 & S3)
72 (S1 & S4)
70 (S1 & S5)
67 (S1 & S6)
63 (S2 & S3)
67 (S2 & S4)
65 (S2 & S5)
62 (S2 & S6)
75 (S1 & S3)
75 (S1 & S4)
75 (S1 & S5)
75 (S1 & S6)
69 (S2 & S3)
69 (S2 & S4)
69 (S2 & S5)
69 (S2 & S6)
39 (S1 & S3)
38 (S1 & S4)
37 (S1 & S5)
38 (S1 & S6)
50 (S2 & S3)
49 (S2 & S4)
47 (S2 & S5)
49 (S2 & S6)

Default Ratio

Partial Ratio

Token Sort Ratio
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Table 5.37 (cont’d)
56 (S1 & S3)
54 (S1 & S4)
53 (S1 & S5)
54 (S1 & S6)
61 (S2 & S3)
59 (S2 & S4)
58 (S2 & S5)
54 (S2 & S6)

Token Set Ratio

The expected objects “Skier”, “Skis”, “Ski poles”, “Ski boots”, “Ski gloves”, “Ski
helmet”, and “Ski goggles” achieve the best scores among the sentences: 90 (S1, S2,
S3, S4, S5, S6), 90 (S1), 86 (S2, S3, S4, S5, S6), 90 (S3), 90 (S4), 90 (S6), and 90
(S5), respectively.
The Cosine similarity between the sentence vectors of S2 and S6, [1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0]
and [1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1], is 0.447214 (44.72%), cosine of 1.107149 radians.
Table 5.38 Sample #9 decision table for the annotation results

After MP

Before MP

Image

Annotation
S1: Baseball batter uses
baseball bat.
S2: Baseball batter wears
baseball helmet.
S1: Baseball batter uses
baseball bat.
S3: Baseball batter wears
baseball helmet.

Match
Yes

Action
TScounter+1

No

FScounter+1

Yes

TScounter+1

No

FScounter+1

Since there is only one correct sentence obtained from each of the annotation results,
the similarity matrix cannot be produced with just one sentence.
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The expected objects “Baseball batter”, “Baseball catcher”, “Baseball bat”, “Baseball
glove”, “Catcher’s helmet”, “Chest protector”, and “Baseball field” achieve the scores
among the sentence S1: 90, 86, 90, 86, 0, 0, and 86, respectively.

Annotation

Match

Action

Before MP

S1: Tennis ball is yellow
color.

Yes

TScounter+1

After MP

Table 5.39 Sample #10 decision table for the annotation results
Image

S1: Tennis ball on the tennis
court.

Yes

TScounter+1

Since there is only one sentence obtained from each of the annotation results, the
similarity matrix cannot be produced with just one sentence.
The expected objects “Tennis ball”, “Tennis court”, and “Net” achieves best scores
among the sentences: 90 (Both), 90 (After MP’s S1), and 0 (Both), respectively.
Table 5.40 Before the merging process annotation statistics of the samples

Sample
no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

True
sentence
3
1
1
4
4
6
1
1

False
sentence
0
0
0
0
6
0
1
0

Expected
object
number
3
2
3
9
5
6
4
7
7
3
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Generic
object in
sentences
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Percentage
of finding
expected
objects in
sentences
100.0%
66.67%
22.22%
80.0%
100.0%
85.71%
28.57%
33.33%

Table 5.41 After the merging process annotation statistics of the samples

Sample
no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

True
sentence
3
2
3
3
4
3
4
0
1
1

False
sentence
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
1
0

Expected
object
number
3
2
3
9
5
6
4
7
7
3

Generic
object in
sentences
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Percentage
of finding
expected
objects in
sentences
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
55.56%
80.0%
66.67%
100.0%
28.57%
66.67%

The percentage of finding expected in sentences increased more where the annotation
results were obtained successfully. The number of false sentence found in the
annotation results are reduced after the merging process. On the other hand, the
number of true sentences found in the annotation results are increased except for
sample #8. Also, correct annotation results were achieved after the merging process
for sample #2 and #6 whereas it was not possible to reach any annotation result for
these samples before the merging process.
5.4. The LSTM Model Results
The long short-term memory recurrent network model has been trained to obtain
cognitively understandable sentences from an input term in 360 epoch and 32
batch_size with GeForce GTX 1070’s GPU (1920 Cuda cores). The loss and accuracy
of the training steps are summarized in Figure 5.13. But unlike the results obtained
from the ontology, this LSTM artificial intelligence model results are far from
meaningful and accurate. The model generated results from some of the expected
objects is shown in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.13 The LSTM model training

Figure 5.14 The LSTM model predictions
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Consequently, the inadequacy of the predictions made by the LSTM model caused this
model not to be included in the framework. This module works independently from
the modules in the framework and is excluded from the overall assessment of the
framework performance.
5.5. Software Engineering Metrics
The defect rate is used to calculate the percentage for non-compliances between the
quality target and the annotation results. Defects are the number of incorrect sentences
that failed in the decision tables, and output tested is the total number of tests
conducted to construct these decision tables. The failure rate is used to calculate the
failures per RESTful service to transfer the input image and obtain object detections.
It includes the tests after the final version of all modules within the framework is
deployed.
Table 5.42 Software engineering goals, metrics, and results
Goal

Metric

Result

Correctness

Defect rate: (defects / output
tested) x 100

19.64% ((11 / 56) x 100)

Reliability

Failure rate: failures/ total
request-response

0.0125 (3 / 240) per trial

Efficiency
Portability
Flexibility

Measured in terms of speed
Ability to run in different
operating systems
Efforts that will be needed to
serve larger populations

First request/response: 2-4 min
Other request/response: < 1 min
Retrieve annotations: < 5 sec
Linux
80 hours to secure the services
with unique tokens

The defect rate is 19.64%, as a result, the framework achieved 80.26% correctness
during the experiments. The failure rate is 1.25%, as a result, the framework achieved
98.75% reliability in general. The first request causes the models to initialize and load.
Therefore, the time required for the first one differs quite distinctively from the others
in terms of efficiency.
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--2
1
2
--------------41
--------1

Object detection with imageai

Object separation

Locator

Converter

Color module

Training module custom image

Prediction

Custom image dataset

Merging

The sports ontology

Mapping

Annotations

Context-dep. semantic parsing

Custom sentence dataset

Pre-processing

LSTM model

Training module custom text

Total CFP

1

count

RESTful web service

Software components

14

19

10

20

2

1

16

20

16

30

15

18

19

9

13

8

17

10

weight

simple

14

---

---

---

---

41

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

18

13

16

---

10

Points

---

1

1

1

14

---

---

1

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

count

20

30

15

40

3

3

22

35

22

55

24

25

25

12

15

14

22

15

weight

average

---

30

15

40

42

---

---

35

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

points

---

---

---

---

---

---

1

---

1

1

2

1

1

---

---

1

1

1

count

23

45

17

75

5

4

30

55

30

95

35

30

40

13

16

34

30

18

weight

complex

---

---

---

---

---

---

30

---

30

95

70

30

40

---

---

34

30

18

points

651

14

30

15

40

42

41

30

35

30

95

70

30

40

18

13

50

30

28

CFP

Table 5.43 The CFP calculation form

Some portability issues occurred in the Windows platform; the libraries related to Cuda
optimization did not work properly to achieve a build.

Table 5.44 The RCAF calculation form [140]
No

Grade
(0-5)

Subject

1

Requirement for reliable backup and recovery

5

2

Requirement for data communication

5

3

Extent of distributed processing

5

4

Performance requirements

5

5

Expected operational environment

4

6

Extent of online data entries

0

7

Extent of multi-screen or multi-operation online data input

3

8

Extent of online updating of master files

3

9

Extent of complex inputs, outputs, online queries and files

5

10

Extent of complex data processing

5

11

Extent that currently developed code can be designed for reuse

4

12

Extent of conversion and installation included in the design

1

13

Extent of multiple installations in an organization and variety of
customer organizations

0

14

Extent of change and focus on ease of use

2
RCAF

47

The FP is calculated as 729.12 using the formula (8). The software projects having
function points count between 700 and 800 FPs are widely accepted as medium size
projects which either fall into the enhancement or development category [141].
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5.6. Discussion
The results provide evidence of the importance of accurate object detection and
prediction by the AI models to obtain relevant annotations. While all the results
confirm the correlation between these annotations, some results highlight a statistically
significant difference between the annotations obtained using the pre-trained model’s
predictions and using the custom model’s predictions.
First, the significant results will be discussed based on their own samples, and then
they will be examined with a higher perspective. Finally, the proposed framework will
be compared with examples from other ontological multi-layer systems and with
examples from systems based mainly on artificial intelligence.
For sample #1 the AI models within the framework achieve 33.33% success
percentage (from the pre-trained model) and 66.67% success percentage (from the
custom trained model), respectively. Although the obtained annotation results include
correct sentences that have all the expected objects, and as a result, the expected
objects can be found 100.0% in the annotation results, the pre-trained model detected
and predicted 2 generic objects (sports ball and person) whereas the custom-trained
model predicted 2 false objects (baseball pitcher and baseball batter). In addition to the
true detections, predictions were made from both the models. The mapping module
generates every permutation from the detected objects including the incorrect objects.
Even so, the generated keywords from both the model’s predictions are true because
the mapping module only returns the correspondence annotations of correct keyword
variations. There is no variation, including incorrectly predicted objects together with
correctly predicted objects. Also, no irrelevant sentences were found in the annotation
results according to the similarity calculations.
The pre-trained did not make any detection for sample #2, because the pre-trained
weights do not include data for the labels “baseball field” or “home plate”. Therefore,
it is not possible to obtain annotation results in the framework. On the other hand, the
custom-trained model detected and predicted “baseball field” with high accuracy. But
it cannot detect “home plate” because it is not one of the training classes. With one
correctly predicted object, the custom-trained model achieves a 50.0% success
percentage when compared to the expected objects. However, the annotation results
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obtained after the merging process include both the expected objects in sentences. This
is basically because of the ontological relations between the classes. In the sports
ontology, the classes “Baseball_Field” and “Home_Plate” are of type “Playground”.
As a result, the expected objects can be found 100.0% in the annotation results. The
similarity validation (the Cosine similarity) between the 2 correct sentences in the
annotation results is 72.17%. So, sentences found in the annotation results are not
irrelevant.
In sample #4, the annotation results both obtained before and after the merging process
are correct. But the percentage of finding the expected objects in the sentences is
55.56%. The major reason for this can be understood by examining the generated
keywords for both. The merging process resulting detections are “person”, “tennis
player”,

“tennis

racket”,

and

“court”.

The

keyword

generated

is

“tennisplayer&&tennisracket&&court” because the mapper could not find any
combination of all the detected objects and returned the results for the nearest
combination and its permutations because there is no distinction between an object and
its plural form in the sports ontology. In this case, the fact that there was more than
one tennis player did not cause any change in the annotation results. The Cosine
similarity between the two lowest Jaccard coefficient sentences in the annotation
results is 47.43%. The sentences found in the annotation results are not irrelevant
although the sample has the second-lowest validation score.
After merging process resulting detections of sample #5 has an unexpected generic
object (person). Because the pre-trained model found a person in the image just by
detecting the legs of a body and predicted an object within a different coordinate than
the expected one. The pre-trained model has 20.0%, the custom-trained model has a
40.0% success percentage with 1 and 2 true detected and predicted objects,
respectively. On the other hand, the percentage of finding the expected objects in the
sentences is 80.0%. The Cosine similarity of the lowest Jaccard coefficient sentence
pair is 75.0%. While trying to obtain the annotation results before the merging process
in sample #6, a key error was raised. The pre-trained model only detected and predicted
a person object for this sample. And there is no mapping result just for the person
alone. There are several annotations in the sports ontology for baseball catcher, but it
is not possible to specify the generic detected person object without any other object
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detected, such as a helmet. The custom-trained model successfully detected and
predicted the baseball catcher and the success percentage achieved when compared to
the expected objects is 16.67%. Because the other expected objects except “baseball
catcher” and “baseball” do not belong to the training classes of the custom-trained
model. When the percentage of finding the expected objects in the sentences is
examined, it is observed that the expected objects found in the annotation results are
66.67%. In this sample, there is also a situation encountered in only two other samples.
Some sentence pairs have the same lowest Jaccard coefficient. The Cosine validation
is applied to the lowest default FW ratio sentence pair, and the Cosine similarity
between the sentence vectors is 68.04%.
Sample #7 illustrates why the merging process is necessary for the framework to
eliminate one of the two main problems, the result of false annotation, and then reach
a

broader

context.

The

generated

keyword

combination

“person&&baseballglove&&sportsball” is mapped with the ontology results. The
annotation result set is {“Baseball pitcher throws baseball.”, “Baseball pitcher plays
baseball.”, “Baseball catcher catches baseball.”, “Baseball catcher plays baseball”,
“Baseball pitcher uses baseball glove.”, “Baseball catcher uses baseball glove.”,
“Baseball pitcher wears baseball hat.”, “Baseball catcher wears catcher’s helmet.”,
“Baseball catcher wears chest protector.”, “Baseball catcher wears leg guards”}. But
there is an issue with this sample, Player_Type Baseball_Pitcher and Player_Type
Baseball_Catcher are the individuals who use the same type of Sports_Ball and
BaseballSupplies in the sports ontology such as Baseball_Glove and Baseball_Ball.
So, the mapping module returns the annotation results which belong to both
individuals because there is no distinct relationship between these two class
individuals according to the items they use. After the merging process, the previous
step is repeated for the merging result. The annotation result obtained with the aid of
the mapping module which maps the keyword combinations and contents of the related
csv files (annotation results) is accurate. In terms of object detection and prediction,
the pre-trained model achieved a 25.0% success percentage and the custom-trained
model achieved a 50.0% success percentage. Also, in terms of the expected objects
found in the annotation results, the success percentage is 100.0%. The Cosine
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similarity between the two lowest Jaccard coefficient sentences in the annotation
results is 75.0%.
In sample #8, the custom-trained model detected but falsely predicted the skier as a
baseball catcher. This can be explained from two different perspectives. One, the skier
label already exists in the pre-trained model and there were no skier class in the training
dataset used when training the custom-model. Therefore, the custom-trained model
predicted the detected object as a baseball catcher, especially thinking the skier’s knees
are bent in the image, like a baseball catcher. The other perspective is related to
overfitting. The size of the custom image dataset can cause the model to learn some of
the training classes excessively. Finally, a different situation was encountered in
sample #9. Some of the data frames used for the colors were returned missing the value
marker. Sample #9 differs from the other visuals, it is a painting instead of a photo.
The ranges between some color values are too narrow in terms of floating-point. This
can easily cause such an unexpected situation.
From a broader perspective, the results clearly prove the correlation between the
number of detected objects and annotations by comparing their means. There is a
positive correlation between the number of true predicted objects with a mean of 0.31
and correct annotation results with a mean of 0.75. Annotation accuracy is increased
with the aid of some specified objects after the merging process. The before merging
annotation results achieve significant success in some samples too. The lowest
percentage of increment is 14.28% belonging to sample #9, the highest percentage of
increment is 75.0% which belongs to sample #7. In the after merging annotations, the
lowest percentage increment is 22.23% which belongs to sample #4, the highest
percentage increment is 50.0% belonging to sample #2, #6, and #7. In addition to these,
there was no generic object found before and after the merging process annotation
results. The annotation results belong to the before merging process and the after
merging process differs in many samples, such as sample #3, #4, and #10.
When predicting objects in an image, the pre-trained model of the proposed framework
(using the pre-trained ResNet-50 model with FPN as the backbone) outperforms most
of the other state-of-the-art alternatives, including some of the ResNet-101 backbone
models in an environment where the bounding box average precision is considered.
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The usage of pre-trained model weights is the key factor behind this result. None of
the alternatives benefits from this approach. The majority of the studies reviewed
reveal that the concept of image annotation is perceived in a wide variety of ways.
These studies especially include proposals for choosing the right labels and/or
increasing the number of related labels. With the help of the sports ontology, which
defines the semantics between objects and their annotations as a whole, the framework
achieved much better results, reaching the accurate sentences (more than multiple
accurate tags) to depict the given picture in a controlled environment. On the other
hand, the ontology which helps in increasing the success rate also compels us to work
in a controlled environment since there is no generic ontology that defines the
relationship of all existing objects in the world.
Comparison with other ontological multi-layer systems: [85] proposes the usage of a
decision tree (DT) method together with an ontology that aims to exploit the
advantages of geographic object-based image analysis. The major problem with this
method is while DT may produce high accuracy with training data, this could lead to
catastrophic results with unseen data. The researchers achieve a 1.63% increment over
classification with ontology usage when compared to the usage of DT alone. The
framework in this study outperforms their increment with its minimum success
percentage increment value obtained over the sample set. Also, they did not try to
produce or retrieve formal sentences while experimenting. In their research, Bannour
and Hudelot [9] focused on building multimedia ontologies automatically to
understand image semantics such as identifying and formalizing the semantic
relationships between concepts. The researchers work on a different dataset (Pascal
VOC’2009) to show the comparison of their method for image classification, and their
AP results are above average. While their results are promising for the correct
alignment of tags for ontologies and images, they do not produce meaningful
explanations (explaining the image in real sentences) that depict the whole picture. In
[86], Kurtz et al. skip the annotation process and investigate the retrieval process of
similar images based on image annotations. Their dissimilarity measure is used for
term comparison. On the other hand, the similarity calculations presented in this study
(Jaccard, and the Cosine similarity) are used for sentence comparison.
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Comparison with systems based mainly on artificial intelligence: In [133], Ning et al.
follow label correlation, including symbiotic and sematic relationships of labels, to
obtain a relevant label set. They obtain additional prediction results from images this
way. In their research, Zhang et al. [134] focus on automatic tag refinement which
aims at improving the annotation performance. In [142], Hassan and Mahmood
propose the usage of a joint CNN and RNN framework to overcome the challenge of
capturing long-term dependencies. This approach is useful for sentiment analysis when
there are texts already generated, but it does not contain a structure that generates text
automatically for image annotation. [143] proposes the use of label correlation to
improve the discriminating power of the classifiers. In terms of obtaining explanatory
sentences, it does not exhibit a structure. Although all of these studies produce
promising results in their respective fields, they differ from this work in terms of the
goal of obtaining complete textual descriptions from a picture. Only [76] differs from
the other artificial intelligence-based systems mentioned here by generating natural
language descriptions of images like this study. When the overall annotation results
are compared, the accuracy obtained from the proposed framework outperforms the
previous studies within the controlled environment. Outside the borders of the
controlled environment the approach proposed in [76] achieves more accurate results
than ours. But in terms of the training process and computational power required to
train deep learning models, a different approach is proposed that can easily be applied
using the processing power of daily computers when compared to the other previous
artificial intelligence based image annotation systems.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, a novel framework is introduced that translates generic objects into
specific objects and generates natural language descriptions of images based on deep
learning techniques and ontologies. Background information for artificial neural
networks and ontologies is provided with some technical solution approaches in the
literature which are examined from the image annotation perspective. Also, several
studies in the literature have been reviewed to present standards and regulations in the
image annotation domain by aiming to answer the following research questions: “What
is an effective way to achieve a description of an image?”, “How can the detected
generic objects be transformed into specific objects?”, and “Does the use of different
techniques together cause more accurate image annotations under a controlled
environment?”.
Several studies are found to be highly focused on methods/techniques. Yet in terms of
the most effective method, a consensus has not been reached. It is for this reason that
a variety of methods, techniques, tools, and processes coexist in most of the examined
studies. This study is one of them where the proposed framework combines two neural
network models with identical layers, different hyperparameters, and different training
approaches. Also, the model includes a merging module to unify the two models’
predicted objects based on probability values and coordinates for preventing incorrect
annotation results and obtain more sentences if possible. In addition to these, a unique
sports ontology is developed containing expected object classes, their relations, and
annotations. Lastly, a mapping module on top of the other modules generates keywords
from the predicted objects obtained before and after the merging process separately to
search and match with the relevant ontology results obtained via the semantic queries.
At the same time, two custom datasets, one with the images of 2120 drawn and tagged
objects and one for text with 2102 pre-processed sentences were prepared for the
experiments. The evaluation of the system’s performance on both classification and
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sentence similarity shows that the proposed framework is in the top three in the AP
comparison table in terms of classification and outperforms the results of the previous
studies in terms of sentence similarity within the controlled environment. Therefore,
the framework is proposed as a design solution in this study, which is the answer to
RQ #1. At the same time, the helper functions using artificial intelligence techniques
find the features of the objects and can classify an object through statistical functions
by combining these features. As such, the objects’ color, size, and coordinate
information can be extracted. Thanks to this information, objects gain a specific
structure through the properties of class members in the ontology and can be
transformed into specific objects, which is the answer to RQ #2. In light of the data
obtained from the experiments, it can be concluded that using different techniques
together cause more accurate image annotations under a controlled environment,
which is the answer to RQ #3.
Although the research has achieved its goal to explore the image annotation concept
by presenting a novel framework using deep learning and semantic web technologies
and conducting experiments, as well as to reveal the techniques and issues of image
annotation, there were some unavoidable limitations:
-

The framework is subject to ontology domain restrictions.

-

The sports ontology only provides annotations based on the defined classes and
their individuals.

-

Concentrating on the center of an object, results in achieving the correct color
results from well-proportioned shapes for the object color detection part.
Tennis rackets are one of the many examples of such a condition, they are
composed of there parts which are head, shaft, and handle. Head shape is a
closed curve like an egg, shaft shape has a curved triangle form, and the handle
has the form of a narrow vertical cylinder. The combination of these parts do
not contain evey pixel in a bounding box because of its shape. Along with the
tennis racket, there are a lot of background image components in a bounding
box.

-

In the custom-trained model using ResNet-50 as the backbone, overfitting
occurred due to the incompetent number of dataset elements.
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-

The similarity can only be measured if a result file contains more than one
sentence.

-

A comprehensive data set containing descriptions of sports images could not
be found that could train the LSTM model developed as an external module
and was excluded from the framework.

In future work, the findings of this study can be utilized to support web image
annotation projects, to construct image-description datasets automatically, and for the
automatic generation of various ontologies. Interdisciplinary approaches such as this
study should also be considered in developing new solutions.
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APPENDIX A

SYSTEMATIC MAPPING DATA

Partial presentation of the systematic mapping data (full data can be reached from
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cnItNure_P7oolIcoVmDqP5EXJMim00HPOweH_qPDA)
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Figure A.1 Systematic mapping data example 1
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Figure A.2 Systematic mapping data example 2
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APPENDIX B

DETAILS OF THE OBJECT DETECTION AND PREDICTION MODEL

The details of the model layers, such as layer type, parameters is given in the following
pages.
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Figure B.1 The RetinaNet layers part 1
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Figure B.2 The RetinaNet layers part 2
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Figure B.3 The RetinaNet layers part 3
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Figure B.4 The RetinaNet layers part 4
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Figure B.5 The RetinaNet layers part 5
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Figure B.6 The RetinaNet layers part 6
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Figure B.7 The RetinaNet layers part 7
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APPENDIX C

DATA OF THE SAMPLES FROM THE EXPERIMENT

The object detection and prediction results from both model is given for each sample
in the following pages.
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Figure C.1 Sample #1 pre-trained model result
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Figure C.2 Sample #1 custom-trained model result
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Figure C.3 Sample #1 after merging process result
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Figure C.4 Sample #2 custom-trained model result
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Figure C.5 Sample #2 after merging process result
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Figure C.6 Sample #3 pre-trained model result
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Figure C.7 Sample #3 custom-trained model result
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Figure C.8 Sample #3 after merging process result
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Figure C.9 Sample #4 pre-trained model result
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Figure C.10 Sample #4 custom-trained model result
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Figure C.11 Sample #4 after merging process result
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Figure C.12 Sample #5 pre-trained model result
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Figure C.13 Sample #5 custom-trained model result
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Figure C.14 Sample #5 after merging process result
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Figure C.15 Sample #6 pre-trained model result
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Figure C.16 Sample #6 custom-trained model result
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Figure C.17 Sample #6 after merging process result
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Figure C.18 Sample #7 pre-trained model result
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Figure C.19 Sample #7 custom-trained model result
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Figure C.20 Sample #7 after merging process result
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Figure C.21 Sample #8 pre-trained model result
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Figure C.22 Sample #8 custom-trained model result
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Figure C.23 Sample #8 after merging process result
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Figure C.24 Sample #9 pre-trained model result
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Figure C.25 Sample #9 custom-trained model result
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Figure C.26 Sample #9 after merging process result
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Figure C.27 Sample #10 pre-trained model result
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Figure C.28 Sample #10 custom-trained model result
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Figure C.29 Sample #10 after merging process result
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